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Cleanliness is akin to Godliness, and
much to communities as to persons.
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-Cleanliness promotes not only beauty;
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Set For Paducah
Tuesday. April 22, With
Outstanding Speakers

Removal of all those things which make a communiThe chances of Murray State's The Kebtucky Jurisdictiorri of
opening its 'borne baseball season ty look unattractive- also renrove those things which men- Woodmen of the World will met
for its .bi-ennial session at i-ke
with a win were rudely and effici- ace health,
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KentucR. Clark Of Hopkinsville. head
rally, that included three roundnsul, and Evan-_-e- Evans. state
trippers. by Blinois Wesleyan's Ti- ky; proclaim April 21 to April 26, inclusive, as "PaintFier** SaMles Wage on African
Local merchants reported the
manager for Kentucky, 'have antans, as they went on to win 7-8 up. Clean-up, Fix-up Week" of this city.
Closing Time Scheduled for Neat
largest volume of Easter busiWar Fran as English On
nounced a program of activities
here Monday,afternoon. This wag
Future by Association Solons
ness that they have enjoyed in
Defensive at Torbruk
.Look arounyi your house ail& yard and see what im- which will take up the days of
Wesleyan's seventh win in eight
many years during the past
at Mayfield Meeting
Wednesday and Thursday.. A. banstarts. Other victims of the Titans provements you can make.
week-end.
German arrnored forces, driving
quet
for
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and
visiting
All expressed the views that are Vanderbilt. Naval Air Station,
"The Association will stop mak.
• down across Northern Greece in
CLEAN.'UP 'TRASH, M
NEEDED REPAIRS, Woddmen will start the meeting on
improving general conditions, and Fort Henning. .
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Grubb's effeative work until the
nesday afternoon.
The decision came after a meetand a trip to Kentucky Dam as
ing in Mayfield had tentatively set
sixth. or his successor, Zietz. • in
• From the Turkish capitol came
peorge Hart, Mayor.
guests of. the Greater Paducah Asthe last seven stanzas, Murray got
Friday as a closing date for the
the report' that the Germans exsociation, On Wednesday night
only two blows, both singles.
markets in Paducah. Mayfield. and
------pect'to capture these British forces
creek. drill-team of. Madisonville
Mtirray. After a fine start. Murray's
The Titans, scoring in five of
Afahich are now hemmed ,in., AlCamp will confer the Protective
market has been droppirein -price
the nine innings, did not forge
Degree after which an address
'ready all communications between
ranee • consistently for the past
ahead until Quigley homered in
the trapped Britishers and other
Hon. Rainey T. Wells, general a
month.
The Fifty-first annual Congen- the eighth. A 'tome run by Ahlers
Allied divisions had been cut off.
torney, will close the day.
Prices for tobacco sold last week
Endeavor in with a maeon in the ,sixth, and
Calloway County will be well"
The only chance./or the British to 'Hon" of Christian
on the Western District -markets
represented- by rectal-Ir.-elected
escape,.
Odd, siie-of lea. Kentucky will be held on May 2, one by WOehr th the fifth aided
followed a downward trend as a
• delegates and visitilig Woodmen.
ErallifT-ar'Ata9-191111016 delegations New York.
Anew line of battle was repott-. 3. 4, at the Harrodsburg Christian Coach Don Heap's boYs along.
result of smaller purchases by
Church, fri Harrodsburg, Ky. Bev. Speth.swith 3 for 3, and McKeel ever'lo attend a Kentucky EducaThe first general session last The county of Calloway has more
eel to be forming, with the Allied T. 'Hassell
hitherto important buying interwith
a home run and a triple, tion Association, convention from
Bowen is the pastor
than 1,000. members and is the
army rumored to be -setting ups a
estS, reports the Agricultural Marled-the Mureayerien.
county
in' Louisville this night.found the.widlese-weeleorned largest county in' Woodcraft in the
line-to Protect Athens andneauthern al the host churele 'and already
keting Service.
Average prices
has a fine group of very enthusi-Ibitnosit after which State. All Woodmen in this -secGeorge Atkinson went the satire week for the annual teacher get- he Gov. Ree-p
Greece, and let the Nazis and
on the majority of grades showed
Dr. Clarence tqkstrii, • former tion who have never Visited a
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together,
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Despite -diffiCulty In the housing president of the -Univerisfy of Wis-, Head Camp convention will welthe country. The Greeks have
leaf grades' were 25 cents to 50
locally. The church is large and Miirrar
"7330 000 000 6 7 5 situation caused by extended de- consin, and now chairman of the come the opportunity to attend
MARY SUE ROSE
admitted that their present battle
cents a hundred loWer while lugs
beautiful and is exceptionally well
Grubb. Zietz and Graff. Atkinson fense work in the Louisville ter- National Conciliation Board, spoke since the Head Camp has not been
lines cermet be maiptaihed before
arranged to handle such a con- and Miller.
Miss Mary _Sue Rose. daughter were mostly 10 cents lower.
ritory, over 7.000 members of the on "Education, and the National held in. Jackson's Purchase since
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ported as unusually heavy.
national prominence,
the State Spelling Bee.
W. P. KinireicecutIve secretary George rs: •Strayer, professor of
who have been constantly on the is Dr. Alber P. Shirkey, the youthGross sales for the week were
John
She, along with representatives very
of the organization, said that this Columbia University: Dr
losing euitsince entering the con- ful pastor of the Travis Park
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meetfor an armitsice. The Yugosley _ The group is very happy to angeneral sessions will be • held. The departmetnal sections of the KEA. itory of Murray State College will accompanied by her instructors,
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premier was reported to have fled nounce that the Rev. Bruce Mc- in
Journal Spelling be held hefe May 1 at 2:30 p.m., Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baugh. She
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to
were Ed Filbeck, cated in the Memorial Auditorium
ready toaleave for Cullough of Clinton, Iowa, will be
which within recent years President James H. Richmond an- is a gue;t of the Ledger & Time,
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Preston
Moscow.
Holland,
on the trip.
coach;
and- the Service Club. Those sched- has been one of the most popular nounced today.
with us again as one of the speakThe Baptist Church-at Kirkeri
6ubrey Williams;-- national ad
The British exPedltionary forces ers. He proved very popular and tir, P. Russell. assistant coach: A. uled to appear on the program are events of the convention will start
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Washingafternoon.
Mar,
this.
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Miss
CleveJudge .Falrence E. Allen,
20, after several plass of inactivin Greece. numbering 80.000 men, helpful at both Paducah and FalWalter B. Moser, Science and land CircUtt Judge: the Rev. A. C.
of Alma. is representing Cal- ton. D. C. will deliver.the princiity. 'The church isuilding has been
*ere said to be trying to Gee by mouth conventions. He will also abate
pal address en that Mission. GovCoach; Wilburn Cavitt.' Brooks, and Dr. John L. Davis, lbo y County.
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accomplished is indeed a chalettsation to Dunkirk. At least the officers.
and he has told Dr. Rich"Illfea
Rule,et work. The outlook for a
An added feature of the conven• 30 British tanks were claimed
mont Mit he hopes to attend.
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Tarry
English;
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Cain,
gracious work is hopeful indeed',
to have been destroyed in the tion this year will be the introducOthers who will be present inThe Murray Lions Club witnessed officials
csommerce,
Mary
Lassiter.
English
said.
tion of "Folk Games" Into the proGrecian attacks.
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clude R. K &dyers. state NYA di- one of the most exciting and thrilld Mathematics: Geneva Outland.
The meeting above - annOunced
In a terse but apparently historic gram. Mr. Frank H. Smith. the Home Economics; Harlan K. Inglis.
rector. present and former mem- ing courtroom scenes in the hiswill
be
under
the
direction
Recreation
of the
Director
of
the
Clans
remark, President Roosevelt Tuesbers of' the board of regents, State tory of Calloway County at its
Music: Mrs. John Rowlett, Art.
Blood River Associational Mission
Mountain
day. indicated that American mer- ference of Southern
Superintendent
John
W.
night
Tuesday
Booker.
at
meeting
regulars
Margaret Graves. first grade:
Board, who extends an .eiernest
. will bring
chant ships would 'have armed Workers. of Berea, Ky.
local -and state officials, students. the Natiortel Hotel.
Lucy Lee, second grade: Kathleen
personal invitation to every one,
•
41,______
faculty members, and friends of the
protection as they carry supplies a team of 20 young people with
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Gilbert
Boyd
first
and
trial.
second
mock
In
a
grades;
whether Baptist Or other faiths.
,.., Twenty-five hundred high school
institution.
to British forces in - Egy-pL.file said him and will teach how these very Mrs. Celia Crawford.
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1
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been
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and
those not members of a -dee
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Swann
Memorial
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that the rules governing interna- interesting games are played. One Gracie Nell Jones, fourth grade; seniors from high schools of Ken-including an exhibit
Tail-twister Hutson signing the nomination whatever, to be 'pres'3° p' m.,
will
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officially
dedicated
tional freedom of the seas. allow- will fully enjoy this part of the Mary Lou Outland, fifth grade; tucky. Tennessee, and fllinois were 2
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1
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department
art
and
of
guests of Murray State College on by the
to the memory of Warren S. Swann. legal document. Lion F. D. Mellen ent to take part in what is holied
ed such protection as long as in program.
the case while Lion to be a most pleasant and profits
Dr Frank Anderson. the very Lula Clayton Beale, sixth grade; the annual High School Senior Portfolio Club, an exhibit tea of deceased member of the Murray defended
neutral waters.
economdepartment
home
of
Dew
Drop
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Rowlett,
eduPhysical
Forster,. Was the prosecuting at- able coming together of tin. people
popular pastor of the First PresbyDay here Friday, April 11. '
College board of regents.
Club.
a
Arts
H6uesholdcattail-and truant officeri
the
Much is now being said concern- terian Church of Louisville,
and
ics
As the first event of the day the
The dormitory, constructed at it totsney. Lion Curry presided over in an old fashion religious meetKy.,
ing the non-agreasion pact signed wil lbe another of the
ing where everybody is made hapThose teachers elected for the Commerce Club and the Internat.. viitit to the college farm, a musical cost of $50,000, is valued at about the court as judge..
speakers.
few days ago by Russia and Ja- He is dhe of the finest leaders of colored school system include L. B. tonal Relations Club sponsored a program in the auditorium,- or a 1125.000, ineltiding equipment
-With Lions Carter. Houston, and py in She work of the .Lord, perand
tour of the college museum.
pan. According to reports from young-people and his
Tolley as-staf witnesses for the de- sons in charge stated.
workshop. President Richmond
churchhas Tinsley. principal; Leon P Miller, tour of the campus and buildings.
Carlisle Cutchin Stadium was It houses 100 men studente said. fendant. F
Washington, "No one knew that a the most successful Christian
The above mepting_
of the
En- ceach:Zaralt Sleet; home econom- and In -Open Meuse" was held
ics; Elizabeth King, junior high; In the administration building by the acetic of the final part of the college who otherwise would _have, mo* elonnet
Russo-Japanese
tact . would be deavor work in our State.
elinJ vent at.1:30 p ni.
all echn quu
where
Day
Blanche
sig`ned-especially Russia and JaGreen
and
Fanny
Booker
veteran crtrniiiiii lawyer.. wa's
Program.
in an difficulty in attending cbliege on
the department of • physics and Inic""
Having prominent places on the
game the Blue account of the limited
pan. But Hitler., conceived the program .
chemistry and the department of intra-squad footbaU
dormitory "put on the spin" by the brilliant
-be the Rev. F. C. Willis, grades.
defeated
Gold
the
defeat
ghbreds
Thorou
idea in order to put Russia "on Ehnonds, of Ryden.:
facilitieS
of
the
biology.
• -and sharp-tongued railtArtatit MaoRev. F. It
'Breda 20-12 in tett lest spring practhe spot",- and at the same time DeJong, ef McKee; Rev.
-. ''--"The faculty and 1100 students tice for Murray gridiron forces. , - Parsident Richmond w76 preside tel. 1P-D.
and .,110%.
manage to_keep on the -inside". Lester Soerheide. of
over
the
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exerdises.
are
An
Murray
happy
Colelge
Witnesses 'for Me de:tenant.
State
ofMerichester
State's
inetuded
Murray
guests
The treity is no better than those Rev. E. N. Wick' and
inspection tour of the project will which were rumored as "being'
le welcome over 2000 high school
Rev. John
niors,. class sponsors, and others be included in the afternoon's prowho made It..and both Russia and McMullen. of Louisville.
seniors to our school today". said
bought off". gave to the jury such
Other
from:
Japan have ..broken .pacts before." names will be announced
gram.
The program will take place a definite sod plauisble reports
Dr. Richmond in a Ger-Together
later.
Kentucky-Almo, Aurora. Ban- in the largo -college auditorium.
and' Mellon probed the statements
meeting in the college auditorium
dana. Bardwell, Barlow, Benton.
President Richmond stated that I.
of the prostkuting'attorney 'to such
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Birmingham,
Brewers.
Blandville.
First
Spring
Time
State
convention
solution
all
education is the
for
an 'extent (. tuit the jury. after ."Guide Posts For FuttAr
C. M. Hood, veteran Murray inIs
Is Held In West
surance aitent has moved his cifhours of deliberation, cpuld come
our problems. The aye-flat, kish Calvert City, Cayce, Central (ClinTheme For Attractive
Kentucky
Bees to his home on West Mein
sehool senior today, •dhirlis , j. ton), Central City, Croften. Cuba.
to no ggreement with - a hdnif jury
Springs
Dawson
Richmond, is about twe years in Cunningham,
Street. The Gatlin Building, in
resulting. According to abort reProgram Planned
Farmington.
F.ddyville.
HENDERSON, Ky., April 16-- advance of the high school senior Dublin,
which Mr. Hood has been located
ports Judge Curry stated' It wa-s
FRANKFORT!
April
15-The for many years. Is undergoing ex- With National Vice Commander of a quarter-century ago in all- Faxon. Flat Rock.• Francea, Fulgthe-'moat amazing case' in court
Approximately 50V Homemaker+
fishing season is now well under tensiv, repairs and
ham, Fulton, Greenville.
history. "The proeeeding were ex- from the Purchase district. cornremodelling. E. R. Stirling, Vandargrift, Penn., around ability. ..
_way in the waters of Kentucky
Hardeman. Hardin, Hazel. Heath, Calloway Club Aids In Bringing traordinary in that before the trial prising Fulton, Hickman. Graves,
booked to deliver the principal
He explained that each senior
New Membership Drive To
both Men, Women and chiladdress et the cloeing joint session should consider' seriously peeper- Hickman. Howell, Kevil, Kirlesey.
ended -Lion Hutson was declared Ballard. Callosisay and -McCracken
a Successful Close
fireri participating and in so doing
Lewisburg,
LaCenter
with "the auxiliery. plans - for the ation for later life through a col- Kiittawa.
guilty of the crime and as no rounttes. nlan to attend the Ken;
they are contributing to the more
Oak,
County, Lone
annual. Spring Conference of The legeseducation. which would help T.ivingston
charges had been brought against Welty Federation of Homemakers'
FRANKFORT.
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'Aerie
than $1.000.000.000 (billion) dollars
17-One
Lorin
Madisonville,
Lowe*.
Grove,
American Legion of Kentucky to make better citizens of individHutson the cast was 'prompt's"'District Meeting. which is to be
the 13,000.000 (million) Sports fishhere on April 19 and 20 are being uals and would better the status Marlon. Mayfield, Welber. Murray month before its seventh annual thrown' nut of court!. Cwry
held at the Fulton o
ese
convention. the League of Kenermen and '-fisherwornen of the
High. Murray Training.
completed by the Weal arrange- of the nation as g whole.Leon GrogamotOuntv attendance building .on Saturday, May- 3, beUnited States spend annually. in
Following Dr. RIchnibnd's ad- ' New Concord,.NortionVille. Tilgh- tucky Sportsmen has established officer, was introduced as a guest ginning at 1/:30 A.M.
ment centiMittee.
man (Paducah). Pilot Oak. Prince- w membership record according to to the 'club.
Pursuit of their favorite recreation.
The theme of the program is,
Directing the preparations are dress the Girls' Glee .C•1411K • di- ton, Reidland, Salem, Sedan*, Dermie Gooch, Somerset.
_accordina to figures received from
Kv.
. who
"Guide PM% to the Future" Mrs.
Paul I). Banks of Worsham Post rected by Prof. Price Doyle. sang Sherrie. Sturgis. Symsonia. Tren- is president Of
the U. S Department of the Inthe
organization,
Harrison Randolph. District DirecNo. 40, conference chairman,. and "I Couldn't Hear. Nobody Pray"
terior-by S. A. Wakefield, director
and an arrangement frogn• Brown- -OM. 'Edge county (Cadiz). Water He- reports that the club memtors will preside at the meeting. '
Valley. Western (Fulton), Wheat bership now stands at 115 *Hifiof the Kentucky Division of Came Stein Bros. & Boyce Buys lidiss C.athryne Cusic. of Worsham ml's "Pippa Panes."
Comenunito
singing will be led by .'
Unit No. 40, representing the aux$60.0Q0 Bonds For New
etes with a combined individual
and Fish.
The 11141 basketball, team of croft, Wickliffe, Wingo. Mrs. It R. Titsworth and Mrs.iliary.
Tennessee - Cloverdale. Dixie, membership of 14.M.
While Kentucky anglers spend
4 - Last year
••Voaeray State .was in(rodumol
Lawrence Herring of Ballard CounFine Arts Building
A full program has been ar- Rice. Mountjoy, next years- head
kin
City). Dresden. Henry, at the May'eonvention there were
only about $92,000 annually for the
ty accompanist
.
ranged
with
ni-estration
set
for
liesest--1141.
McKenzie,
Kenton.
only
fishing licensee, sportsmen through1-13 clubs with 13.821 memoage coact+, and retiring Coach
The reports of the standing CornThe board of regents of Murray
bers.Callowail County has its
out the nation, contribute more than State College last week sold $00.- Saturday. April ie. the conference Catlisle Cutchin expressed his .n.
mittees will be given by Mee. Hans.
Cairo, M., use reptenehted
largest club in -history.
110.000,000. tackle equipment costs 000 worth -of bonds to Stein Brod. berintiet and dance at night. Church predation to the boys for their
ford Poran. Calloway County. on
The 115 clubs are in 02 counties
them
Speakers' Bureau; Mrs.' Horace
$35.000.000; transportation, & Boyce. Louisville, fof the con- services, sight seeing tours, com- excellent playing and to his friends ten seniors.
of the 120 in the slate and con- Perry Innocent: Bailey And Harting, McCracken,.County. Citihotel quarters, food, gasoline for struction of a Fine Arts Building mittee conferences. special meet- for their support.
ings
and
a
loint
business
session
zenship; Mrs. William Harrison,
servation clubs are hoping' to cut
automobiles, and boats, hats, coats, to be constructed north of the cnlThe men's quartet. composed of
shirts, jackets. trousers, overcoats, lege auditorium here as a WPA are on the agenda for Sunday, G en Hawley, Lorain. 0.; Frank
that number of 28 unaffiliated LaMinli_nosind Guiltr-an Pnitonc-C-crunty --Pi:ninety: Mrs
Charges
Gaming
A. Jones. Ballard County, Reading.
t,
President
counties consltferably before May
boots, tents. blgrikets and miscelShires, Chicon, Tenn.; Herbert Lax.
Jame/ R. RtchGraves •Ceuntv Homemakers will
laneous equipment total more than mond announced this weer
"
II when the League convention beThe' Sunday afternoon seedlett Murray; and Hugh McEirath. MurJoe Nathan Calhoun was found give a stunt, "The Family Album."
Members of the beard of regents' will •-be called to order at 2:00 ray. sang "Brown October'-'Ale"
gins at the Lafayette Hotel in Lex$05Q0O.000.
guilty of forgery, and given a jury" Mrs. J. C Hessian, McCracken
ete fishermen sell no fish, so present when the bends were sold o'clock by Department Commander and "Swedish Serenade". Followington, Ky.
sentence
of five- years, in the chief County, will give a demonstration
derive no monetary profit included Charles Ferguson. Smith- Jas. T. Norris, Ashland. in ad- ing these selections a tap dance Mrs. Edwinna
The counties still unaffiliated are
Oliver Dies At Her
case that has come before the local on "Flower Arrangement.", /dial
their efforts and the* out- land; C. E. Crume, Clinton; Claude dition to the address of National taken from the musical show preHickman.
Livingston.
Lyon.
•MuhHoene
Tuesday Night With
Ella Gardner. -Recreation Specialist
number the men engaged in com- Winslow. Mayfield; and George Vice Commander Stirling. the ses- sented here this firming, "Campus
leriberst. sDaviess. Butelgr. Limon- court during this term.
Pneumonia Attack
The ease against Bailey Dockery from the United States Department
Hart, Murray
mercial fishing. 80 to I.
sion will also feature addresses Lighter of IOW, was presented. As
son. Alien, Metcalfe, Casey Trim--was dietnisseit beeannee of kick of of Agriculture. Washington. D. C..
G. Tandy Smith, Paducah. has by Frank D. Rash, Louisville. a concluding number on thee mornltebreational fishing as a sports
Funeral.services for Mrs Edwin- ble, Jessamine, Woodford, Jackson. incriminkting evidence, as was the will address the group during the
Industry. tops all sports including been retained as architect for the. Legion national executive commit- ing program Arvel iairsen. Wash- nit OlOWE'70. of Murray Route
Rockcaittle, Lee, Owsley. Wolfe.
5,
charge
against Harmon Farmer, morning on "The Art of Living'
baseball, football, basketball, gof, building, construction of whidh is teeman; Lieut. Col. Lewis M. Van ington, N J, led the college dance will be -held at Hepzibah
this after- Bath. Clark. Mason. Robertson. who was charged with assault and Today."
-tennis, polo, hockey, skiing, and expected to start before June 1, Gleson, Henderson, U. S. Army; barn!.in.a song of_Bill Parrish, MarRowan, Fleming, Lewis. Magni'.
o'clock
poon
at
with
1
the
Rev.
battery
,
Lunch will be served by the 'piPresident Richmond said.
swimming.
Mrs. George C. Burton. Louisville, tin. Tenn.. entilild "Gdm-Gke".
fin. Khott and Martin,
Paul Povneel in charge
The jars- found John Perry not ton County Homemakers: after
The bonds are to be retired cad national vice - president
Following the lynch- served to "Mrs Oliver.
of The
who
the
purchased
guilty
of
the
-attempted
rape
charge. which the afternoon session will
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Borten of of additional fees charged students director pf 1041 Bluegrass Boys' tse guests at Wells Hall. a meet- Joe Williams place one and a half
RYAN ITO ATTEND MEET
The charge against Votelf• Baker open with music furnished by the
uging the facilities of the new Paul L. Garrett.
of administrators, teachers, miles southeast of Murray 'in JanCharles B. Ryan will leave on was reduced from assault and bat- Ballard County Homemakers' ChoPaducah and Mrs,. H. L. Burton. building.
Bowling Green,
Prof. Price Doyle is head American Legion
Jr, and son. Robert Jude, of Chi- of the Fine
Auxiliary, and class etponsors, and several mem- uary. died at her home Tuesday April 20. th attend a regional con- tery to cutting in sudden affrey.
Arts Department which State.
bers of the college faculty was evening after a four-day illness of ference of Mutual Benefit Life Incago. Ill, spent Sunday as the Includes
Tom Bailey was fined $100 and
mot P. W. Adkins, Bell County.
music, art, and dramatics
held in the little ,chapel
Dr. W. pneumonia
surance Company agents at French sentenced to one
guests of Mrs. Fred Burton on -According to Miss
Singe
this
Year imprison- State President of the Kentucky
is the firsf time in G Nash. dean., outlined'
. Alice Keys.
the study
Burial will be in the Oliver cem- Lick Springs. Ind. on Monday and ment for operating a game of Federation of Homemakers. will
East Main street
history of The
'secretary of the board, the estimat- the
Amerioan
Tuesday. April .21 iind•-27e, .
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ctusnee.- Toy Lenping was. found talk on "One Source .qt.. Our
this section 20
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ghe is surviVVIIi*'Catir",
include guilty of tat., -saree charge. fined Strength." after which Milks Gardefens visited relatives in Herrin $124.000 The bonds are secured by ference has been held in West the' &Neaten
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a invited to attend, it were chosen fore this court include cases against County, and members of the Fullob
Ford Trade School, after spending sued under provisions of chapter according to Chairman Banks
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of their Ernest Bailey and Hub Wall. Sr. Comity Herheffialreffe CHM IOW
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er, Mrs Jean Weeks, of Murray.
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Miss Allison and gr. Harper.
. Wed in Sunrise Ceremony

T.

1413tWA

Librarian
SUGGESTS:-

My Favorite

-

RECIPE

"

Two tickets to the Varsity Theatre next Tuesday night to see- Barbara Stanwycle-in "The Lady Eve"
goes to Miss Sylvia Shoemaker, of
Hazel. Route 2, for her recipe en
Pear -Pimento Salad.
Starting next week, the judges
have decided to limit recipes each
week to a certain division. The
tleketsensish week will be awarded to the woman who Sends in
Ate best cake recipe. Remember-all Melees Must be in our heeds
brol'Illter than Monday.
Pear-Plinente Baled
3 large pears
_1 lemon ,1-4 c. waiter/Pimento
•
Leituce

•

Miss Earline Burkeen Bride
of Rev. Prentice Douglas

Miss Earline Burkeen, daughter.
of Mr. and Mrs. Merl Burkeen of
Almo, and Rev. Prentice Dou
By CHEM NICHOLAS
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cherie
tee
Murray State
'
s
Douglas of Hazel, were unit
holy matrimony In a beautiful
Laurel
single ring- ceremony at Temple
Hill Methodist Church Good-Friday evening at 7:00 o'clock by the _
SoWhfiTen's
the
The Circles of
Rev. C. N. Jolley
cietes of Christian Servicinheld the
The firide wore powder blue
regular meetinge Tuesday afterwith navy accessories and a shoulnoonThe _
der corsage of gardenias.
Circle Number One met at the bride's maid, Miss Frances Bla-Methodist Church with Mrs. 0. T. lock. wore navy with white accessSkaggs and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer ories and white =tuitions. The
as hostesses. Mrs. A. D. Butter- altar, lighted by a double array of
worth presided and Mrs. Carter
pink candles was decorated with
Whitnel conducted the devotionat
lilies, hyacinths, and white spires,
Mrs. C. A Hale was program leadThe candle bearer& Misses Nelms
. and- Mrs -0.--M. Corbin and Mrs.
Peel pearic lititr cut hi length- Albert Lassiter gate ea-review of Grey Douglas,'sisTer or The groom,
Because of _the timeliness of
with
decorated
The church was
and Jewell Hicks, friend of the
wiee strips,
sprinkle with "The Outlook."
this book Mlle show being at the
•
tall white cathedral tapers. Easter
bride; wore navy with white and
lemon juice and water:- Arrange
Varsity this "melte wg are reviewthe
served
to
were
Refreshinents
lirhes--and terns: The organist.
pink -accessories and corsages of
on shredded lettuce and garnish
ing it briefly. It is a sordid affair,
present.
Miss- Jeweile- Ceripeon 01 Parise
pink carnations. The groom was
essith strips of pimenemes and serve seyenteen members11,-th
telhrig- about the plight of the
, played a :somber of 'wedding
atteridetehe •Isla hrether, Trellis
With trench dreisTng
sea!South Geergia sharecropper. All
Mrs. Bob Gatlin OMANI
songs • ineluding "Recluse:" "'The
Douglas. its character, are revealing, but unJiHis.)•
for the meeting of 'Circle Number
Sweetest Story Ever TosId."--"ILove
Miss Sylvia Shoemaker:
reel-.-And them-it not plot Mere!
The service was oegun by an
boaters
the
*misted
in
Two
was
and
You Truly.' and "O•Promise Me."
Route 2, Hazel:* ny,
Is-a -irriatilmoteSituatiens thrown toWhitnel and organ interpretation . of' "Love's
L.
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.W
&Me
-2
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-;
•
•
-•44
•,••
sitedniir
• ,_
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a
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The
•
gether to bring out characters. Its
011I'Sweet Song," Tifere. Mew ?Wren Mrs. Willie Linn.
pink dress with pastel 'blue hat
ecteist humor may be appreciated
at the chapel organ. Two vocals
the
conducted
•
Tolley
Bryan
Mrs.
and pink shoulder-length veil. Her
pretis
he some, but as a wholes it
were rendered by Mr. Charles
business session,• and the Bible Baugh. "Believe Me If All Those
shoes were pastel blue. Her hoo-*
•
bad hteratune
study wiis led byseMrs. W.' J. Cap- Endearing Young_ Charms" and
__guet Was. 01.Whit& ISOM .11111identee
linger., The topic for the afternoon,
.gnd deleihimullOL mifieeaggisisegis of
Garviee _
.
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-white sweet peas.
Douglas gave,a- violin WA°, "Flower
solo
vocal
.'Mrs.
and
1
Baker.
Mrs.
Joe
-.Ws S. R. Allison. ,the brides
Mr.- and Mrs- Jewel Harpole by Mrs: Gingles Wallis Completed Song".
,tass LIEDIEBETH EDWARDS
. inentiant, wore a 'powder _ale
-Mies modest oereremme was -beau-mew ttelightfulir TriferliffriM-Set- the
Ey.
Madisonville,
navy
witE
of
spear
wipe
by the families,
- Maas
Ifira..W. H. Fox wiui hostess at
tirday afternoon. April 12, with a
Delightful 'refreshments Were tifutly attended
blue accuse:3wpm BoWerx were
and friends. The bride, a gradmate
. an Easter party last Thuriday
surprise househould shower given screed to the taknty-two preset
,
School
•
•
High
class of '40.
•
Almo
•
of
•
rtadaughaffernmeinsuheonor of her
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edd
The wedding was the culmi•
Three met at the is SA- active and- interested memEasley
near
Number
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-City.
Circle
•
• nation of a high school romance
ber of the Temple Hill churCh.
An Easter egg hunt and games
Tkose. present and sending gifts home of Mrs. C. A."-Bishop With Bro. Douglas, pastor _fit the Almo
which began when the bride and
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the
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,
stage at
man. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette gave a
Lalrollette, Pptricia .once they pass the doff-like
. and Mrs 'Mary Sue
is now an .employee of the Tennes- Mrs. K. W. Farley. St.
_ Easley. Mr., aqd Mrs. Paul discussion of the topic. "Missiona- the Panto parsonage.
babyhood. It's a problem every
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daughter,
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and
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Johnson,
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W. W. McDaniel, 17.20-36 acres by L. L. Lee
a
.
13,88
Listen folks! It is a fact my early age. and joined the
Mrs. W. W. Pittman. 75 acres by Tony Boggess •
12.92 step-aunt hearcr_it-over the tele2903
ary Baptist Church at Oak- GM:ye
phone that April 11, 1941. was Ole where she was a most faithful
• Our SILENT YARDMAN LAWNMOWERS
LIBERTY_
Eagle's" birthday and Mrs. Kathryn member. until death.
Newest and .Up-to-Date
All
GUARANTEE') kr pushiad,ixt. those"
Feist. Roberta-tweres
3.18 Welk" falls on the 15th' also
2920
4ppointmentansl Mosit*--7-=•=t;
On New Year's-day, .1878. she
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Mrs. Ep Hurt, Ruble • Richerson.
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by
11
.
.
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-31aupin
2979
-was
Sadly
than-any other mower made.
-to
13.
J.
Wilson,
and
married
Reasonable Rates
Dixie Workman, Ewen Douglas
Henry Turner, 90 acres lay E. N. Smith
12.94 and Charles E. Hughes, supreme for forty-nine years their's was- a
3006
Ja.L.
8.12 judge of United State. and me. all most happy Some but on. October
Ogres by It. B. Holland
3068
Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
born April 11. I tried, to keep it 9, -1927, her husband's spirit wingWADESBORO
a profound secret. but Mr. and ed its. way home, where he watchfor Reservations
. •
ed and* waited her coming.
-'
Latin Bilak„ 20 acres by Polie-Dunoan
3.02 Mrs. Carl Hendrick'. Mr. and Mrs. 'To this union were born thIrteeh- L
'
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' 11"1:45.
"'"'--41"' Matt
"
..-941"'" children, seven a whom are leif
--SEA r COVERSA. Butler lEat.). 25 acres by Louis Butler
5.18 A1/1
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worth. Mrs. Esther Smith. Mrs. NaClark (Est.). 80 acres by Mrs. T. H. Blalock
10.34 omi Mills and Richard. and Mary to mourn her passing. They are
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four sons, Charley, (
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.
DeWitt,
Dreas_tik_xeur car 4
DESIO.N.STRATIONL
Delbert Cope. 18 acres Dexter. by C. W. Lancaster
' VMS 7-37 Mary Warren -wand Berbera, of Ark, Reed, Bert and Goeble, of
for Spring and
Mrs. J. A. Duncan. 40 acres by- Albert Chapman_ ___ ____ 4475
3.88 California. did not forget to re- Detroit, Mich. and three daughters,
rhember •by sending greetings,Just
Mrs. •Noah'Story and Mrs. Perry
•
S ti m m
C. H. Jaekson (dec'cll, 35 acreis by Ed Strotid
12 07 before the mysterionsa.
5
event.. How, Hill of Detroit, Mich.,
.and Mrs.,
Chas. Sam Jones, 62 acres_
3.45 as it weEe, I'm -taut on the ocean
with a SW of our
Norton Foster, of Hazer
,
Sam Scott, 3 acres by Caton Chapman
'3.38 sailing."
We are equipped to
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there are
tailor made or
twenty-three
Ophal Staples, 43 arjel by W., A. Brown
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'----ou •
7.78
and
ninety -one
re - condition y cisu r..
Universal seat coy- Candidate For ,Calloway County
,Cletie Youngblood, 48 ac!1•41,10 _Clyde Youngblood-i:-..:4021.
0.48 gun April '19. 1775; Civil war. April grrat-grandchildren-- and - a darl18, 1962:- 'Spanish-American war, ing sister, Mrs. Jennie Jones. to
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by
.
April 15. 1898: war. with Germany whom she was devoted and Mired
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on April 6, 1917. and old Bob Rid- dearly.
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torY• methods.
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.
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She has left her children a priceToy Tucker was born Oct. 5.
Mrs. Attie Darnell oDee'dt, 50 acres by Harry Adams_3198
5.18
EAST MAIN
less
heritage that of a Christian
C. T. RUSHING
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life
1,
1941.
died
April
1912,
Curtis Mohler. 22 acres by Gertie Bedwell
3.95
on earth was 28 yars. 5 months mother, and to her hundreds of
relatives
and friendi a sweet'
tuail 27 days.
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He was united. in marriage' to
0. L. Cole.
acres in Harris Grove
7.79 Vermel Wilkinson, April 11. 1936.
.3672
J.. H. Shankle, 34 acrp illy Stanley Dublin--------.-......4179
6.82 To this union was born one baby
girl. Barbara- Anne, whom he
Christopher Shultz, 20-swats.
2.58 leaves to mourn his death.
Besides his widow and baby: he
HAZEL DISTRICT
ledetn a dear father...Wel mother,
e'r
J. Henry Hutchens, 90,acres by J. W. Simmons 12.93 four brothers and one sister, also
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Mrs. Mary Witherepoon, 25 acres by Holland Witheristoon SI29
9.92 a number of relatives and friends
to be made aid-by . Els going. He !gayer.-11111nY_IltaYell whn
IL D. Miller, l'Iot in City of Hazel
19.76 on his sick bed and, was siveetly
5746
saved and made ready.. for the
•••
itiVersof
cross!ag
Death.
Clarente.COTes: 10 acres. Hazel Dist.. to: A,L Handal ...5847
3.44
We ctrn 'say to those left behind
L M.. Grays .3 acres Concord Dist.,
llerten.....„._ 5859
3.73 to weep, not (Sr his departure from
W.
eerth.
as Toy now sleeps with
14cPse1el. 32ti acres.
._R810
- tor*
•
AINEIL-Flasseyr 41- acres in Firmiti1. Obtette-=-7..__5741 •
1728 eaiiisouiy waiting .your. earningever be a guiding
going
May
his
Mattis JOnes, 1 lig' in Pool Town
•
•
•
•
.82 light to those that are left be5974
'a-a
A. B. (Buck) Lee, $O acres in Liberty District
3.44 hind that they may see to follow
5992
a
B: W. Mccaalln,.1 lot in City of
14.84 in the way that lie has .snown.
•
Mrs. Bettie Nix, 1 acre. Coldwater
2.58
..8024
Allen County faimeiteshaVe platPalmer ann Brown, 1 lot'in City of Murray rAl
1.23 ed orders for put-ebred rams to
Jim W
and Roscoe'Reed, 1 list on South 4th St....a:MID
24.73 delivered this fall.
Columbus Blanton, 1-lot 2nd and Spruce St.
Ella Dunbar, 1 lot in Pool Town
Idndena Gammon, I lot New Addition
'Vernon Gilbert, T lot New Addition
.
Wayne Hughes, 1 lot Spruce St.
I will sell for delinquent state, county, mat school .Quitman Marvel, 1 lot, New Addition
taxs, the property of the following .narried poisons on Lizzie McClean, 1 lot New Addition
....
April 29, 1941, same being Fourth Monday, at the Court Andrew .Pattosi.-110.--New Addition --a!"-...._ _____
House door, between the hours of., one and, four o'clock -ra-A:Rowlett, 1 'lot Spruce SC
p. M. Said property listed below is described the same as C. H. Ruseell,.1 lot Spruce St. __....--in the official listing in the Calloway County'is-Tax Com- John and James Singleton, 1 lot New Addition
o:era- books, and a more complete description of the Uriah Smith. 1 lot New Addition
nd lots may be found in the office crf the County J. W. Stubblefield, 1 lot New Addition
Berry Willis, 1 .jot New Addition ,
Clerk of Calloway-County.
;
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TO:THE PEOPLE .01F pitiIrOWAY
has been-known tharr was intend. Our-somewittlitt
ing to be a c
date for the Democratic nomination for
the office of Jailer of Calloway County. I am taking this
opportunity to formally announce through this paper my
. candidacy fol. this office.
The nomination for thia office will be held on Saturday. August 2, 1941, and I AM reshectItilly elk.fting yodr
irrflnence for this-effiee.
I am 48..yeir; old amninifelong resident of CalloWay
Coenty. I have:been, a ciljan and fernier Of thia county"
all my life. I am from a family of ten, of which none of
"ftr have ever asked for or 'held** public office of Cello.. way coot . Liam fully acquainted With the duties' of
-1-ani-csiphble-of_pecforming-the,saine_

• .

-S.

ING SATURDAY, APRIL 26, WE WILL HAVE A
SPECIAL SALE PRICE ON T
- HE BEST' GRADE OF
Mr

'
S GREEN SEAL PAINT ...
HANNA

Regular Price $3.00 Per__Callon_
•••,•

•••••111110..m •:•

CARL B. KINGINS
•

SPECIAL

,-

past twelve years I -have, Met and had business' dealings- with most farmers, of Calloway County.
During the coming campaign I fully-intend to meet. perally-every voter of- this cmiqty, and Will sincerely ask
his vote and influence for this office. In return for this
C, sideration2I -will endeavor to-live My best to performhi the dutiea.of this importaht office.-

'Fdr the

R. H.

slut'.li

STARTING FRIDAY, APRIL It, TO AND INCLUD-

,

-'

4.

704riE7 -

The Ledger & Times has been reliably informed by very close friends of Carl B. Kingins
t6F1te will definitely make the race for sheriff
. and that his formal announcement will appeal'
in this paper at a later date.
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a. F. Blankenship, Pastor
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lassifiled Ads

BRING YOUR SELLING AND

*SO

.
Are
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES-7
SUNDRY SZIMICES
BUY4-NG gROBLEMS TO THE
Bible Sawa. *30 a- tit- A...11.
Austin. suPerintendent
oso Hebron
.
Baptist Church To Be Reorganised
Worship &eerie, 10:53. a-- no.
_
for Services in Itirksey
Terms, cash in advance for each insertion. lidinimam charge, lie; An additioail aeOur feconn Quarterly cCettirertopic,
sermon
the
will
be
"WHY"
Community
' FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ance wt11 be held at Mt Hebron
charge of 10c will be made on all classified ads not paid for before 111 Lis. at day oEpmPHONE
(canting
r•
PER WORD
. pastor seeks to answer the
as tit
.
affiaial• Of the
5ve•
ualt SunclaX
qeatboo ap often asked as to WHY .Charge
we
sad
hearts
KIRICSEY-With
should make an effort to ;
•
the world has fallen into the press
gave up two of our Kirksey boys
.'
The pastor will preach morning' erg conglicts. Does the Bible 'tell? be present. "
In-the last Calloway quota. They
found
Sehosil at 10 ti. rii. ',,
For Rent
Services Waited
For Sale
• evening. • Morning -subject!" Christian Endeavor %:30 p. m. -.Church
Worship service - ax a orelhek. were Curtis Palmer and Herman
' "DEAD /YET SPEAKETH". even- Miss Ruth Nall, student &rester. sermon
ow--ftee, es st jottey,:--diso Nauley. We are sure they will
ing subject: -THREE OF tOD'S in • charge.. ,
at Sixth and
trict superintendent, followed' by make fine soldiers as they were FOR SALE: Good fertilizer at a FOR BENT-Furnished Front Bed- WANTED-An ambitious, wide- FOUND-Two keys
GREAT IMPERATIVES".
Evening Worship 7;30- -p. m. The the Holy Communion. . Business boys any neighborhood should be good price. See E. E. Smith, Har- room.
Will rent to either a awake man or woman to look Poplar St.' Owner may have by
Church School meets at 9:30 Young People's Choir will lead the session in the afternoon:
proud of. It breaks . our hearts ris Grove. Ky.
aprI8p couple or two ladies. Telephone after renewals and new subscrip- o calling at Ledger & Times office
.
,
.
It
- with classes for all ages, All classes Music.
- to see these and others that Will
Mrs. Shelby Davis, 704 W. Main, tions ofr the popular, fast-selling and identifying.
- .. ., K - . _
taught by experienced' Bible'- • Weyer Serviee-Wednesday. 7:30
to- borne FOR SALE-One savsmIll, one trac- at 21t.
tfc magazine The AMERICAN HOME. •
• -- Witt have to say good- bve
•
•
Sunday
stt
school
each
Chuith
loving teachers. Each class meets p. m.
nd loved ones to enter, for a tor. line-shaft belts, new used
It's easy,'pleasant work. and it FREE MOVIES: Rex Tabors,
and
• '
1 a. rn
unfurnished pays big commissions. Spare time South Eighth Street, and a fr
In its own room separated from all
yeaes- training course. • If that was metal roofing. See J. S. Knight FOR RENT-3-room
cOMMENTS:-'This church was °epworth League at 7 p. m
Mrs.
apartment.
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St.
other rooms, for the study of the •
but
or Bank of Murray.
only
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happy to receive the following by o -Preaching_ service next SU
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_IlopkillSe___Vialter _ Moser,
...William
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loving
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electric
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true
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Ky.
years
Wade, John Mack.
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demonstrator.
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lc Old, experienced
Miller- Murray, Ky.
--tropiring uplifting exercises.
never
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Seed
Cara.
that
loved
one
dear
very
Alyiouncernent
must _give references and have
Hardin Hopkins. Edward 'Ailbeit-• .
Wade Creektnur and For U. S. 13 Yellow Hybrid seed
Training -Union meets every ten. Lubie Veal. Jr.. Tons 'Meecar, $25-$35 weekly profits. Write
returned'
Hardin: ID:15 a.- --ii --• Church the
Cole boys fell on the battle- corn, contact County Agent. Will- FREE MOVIES: Mrs. Leland Owen. Box 191, Murray.
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ttent• -School. 11 a. ret; steaching
ih-t-ie
r
uavrY
Lean' LarrY DaYgs
'
o nd fields and. of course, many others. iams Feed Store Murray. or see of 105 North 12th St., and a friend
The Ledger & Times is authorter building program with deep and
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I'M NOT AFRAIN
Representative,
Hotel
Irvin '
Sexton-Douglass
Hardware
ComSillp_P. Martin. pastor
on PM. _ _
Term: Web* Libby-, • Nashville. Mrs. Sam -Kilielon‘o
At
Raymond's Cobb, Paducah, Kentucky.
lc I.Sernetintes after eating too' much le
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Mrs. Noble Cox
"Things Which Can Nht Be Shak- Tenn. C L. Chastain. Nashville,
Beauty Shop. Nbrth 5th St.
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tires.
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all right to use." iS. R.-Minn.) Get
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SERVICE. New equipmentO
ADLERIKA today.
ference .in the vale speculations ray: Mrs. Lewis .Ernith. Paducah; of _Paducah were here Sunday - trades). Ledger & Times office, hour, fast. dependable Wrecker
Murray.
Ky.
Dale. Stubblefield & Co., Druggists
A-funeral director rendand philosophies of men as vim- MrS,. Herman Eloise Henderseporls, from Paducah to visit the former's
Service. Charges reasonable Day NOTICE-ids for up keep of
pared to the substantial and eternal dene Crandall. Battle Creek: MichO-aiffIRS Mrs. Lowell Palmer
ers a most intimate and
FOR SALE-Used WeenieWeenie re' phone 97; Night phone 543-W. Sinking SPring Cemetery to be
th:ngs which inspired men taught, Christine Dixon, Golden Pond; _ Dlr. and Mrs. Carl Carey
frigerator. family size. $50 cash. Porter Motor Co.. Chevrolet Sales let Monday. April 21, at 1:00 p.
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FIELD SEEDS OF QUALITY—
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white and yellow hybrids. Soybeans
•
•
peas. Korean lespedeza.

and whip

Don't believe you would go 4rong- by planting a
few acres of Yellow South American Popcorn as
the price is getting better all along.
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Compounded of Purest
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Murrai,

jatabjithecl 1897.
i•busheli oferdheiri sweet potatoes
pertorican seed
were distributed among 24 Larue
county farmers.
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longer:- -
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HAI crudes. And it is For-fur-al
Aimed to (emus* all vrastalul, non.

\ STARTING FRIDAY APRIL 18, TO AND INCLUDAING SATURDAY, APRIL- ?6,4E WILL HAVE A
:
SPECIAL SALE-PRICE ON'THEBEST GRADE Or
• HANNA'S GREEN SEAL PAINT..

Regular Price $3.00 Pear-Gallo

(fort -

y1reports a phenomenal -volume
A friendly spirit prevai
business. Must be a good „reason!
Out the entire business dis riet
Murray. Not only are the proprie- Youill surely Want to rgpaper those
tors of the various establishmens r000ms "Clean-Up Week", especialglad to see you, but even to the ly after you see their new capers
most -menial employee this coriali and get their attractive low prices.
ty is manifest. They try sincerely - We could just go on and on .....
to please and to satisfy -yetif every" tot—you-ti betterinst shop around
need_ You can buy practically and see the many interesting things
BUT. TRADE IN
verythinj you need right here in for yourself .
urrayf'ancl'at rettabitabTy pIttea
aS elsewhere. If you cip&t. think
so, just drop ioto Littleton's store
and 'see those beautiful new Spring
coats and suits he has on sale this
week - to Adams firms:mina Shoe
Store and see those summer hose
for men; at only 35c, you'd expect
By John Harvey Furbay, Ph.D.
to pay more for this quality - and
for "Clean-Up Week" you II surely want to "get in" on the big paint
sale at the Murray Lumber Corn- THERE IS NO NOBILITY'
pany - Swann's Grocery is offerIN ENGLAND
ing some mighty good food abuysl';.
better check their ad'in this issue!
- Did you know you could store
your furs safely right here in Mury at the Superior Laundry Company's vault! -. Graves Hendon's
Service Station., you. know. down
the hill North on 4th, has a big tire
sale on this week. Good time to
trade in those worn, dangerous
res! - Attention, pleate, callin
Ml framers! to call on McKeel Farm
's -Equipment 'Company and see the
new line of J. I. Case implements.
You can't go wrong with McKeel!
CCORDING. to .England's top- When it comes to Spring cleanranking scholars.__tbars is no
ing. better talk it over with Murray Laundry. You'll want those fine such thing as nobility in k-ngland.
• bankets carefully prepared to "lay The so-called noble fainilies are a:
away". - Murray Auto Parts are misnomer, for the privilege does not
-showing- the new "Silent .-'fordst- pass on incTillidliTY Mari tone genera.
man" lawn mower, Looks like a tion to another. Such titles are usu"heavy crop" season- 'for lawns. allflott in the second or third gen.
-Thee* mowers will make grass.cut; trot:Ions. 'There is no legal recogrit. •
tins a pleasure. - Clean out the
privilege by right
-closet "Clean-Up Week" and send, non of political
couna bundle of those clothes to Model of any noble titles, which are
Cleaners to freshen up and made selors to the Crown. Engnah "nohi and
is a result rather than a
to Inoh
Jackson's Men's Store-are offering cause or peerige, so there can Ix*
the new tan and white.."Ftglanor no true "noble famines" in Engaloes* only IC They are "brauts", land. Furthermore, the English law
better try on a pair! ---.A.Murray- provides no privileges to one man
^- MilkProt/nets Company %Iva the .that are not for all others.
answer to "that tired feeling." Drink,
.tPubilo Ledgar-wIttt Service.)
milk. rich in vitamins, truly
andVie mew otak
during "Spring fever" time.
.50 Murray Paint and Wallpaper Com-
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CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
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DR.-SAM ili.sOOKFMAN
_Veterinary Surgeon
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Swann'a . Giocery
24-7Phosea-215
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or

ITSELF
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Oki_ in extra yields of
better quality grope ulticif bring top prices in the 11121. _
Let places, N.C. pays its olio
.S44'4- and-returns fo its utters
a handsome profit_ besides.

TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

_Eon-abate ,

•

SKIRTS

2 for 29c

Call 141 N°w

FREE PICKUP ARS DELIVERY

Coy MODELogiatiors

Tee

719 W. Poplar St.

Remember When You baklar-remOdel that you are making one of the militiapoitant- inVeStmenta of your life. Don't • gamble on cheap materials. Vire,..tiaM_,

Murray, Ky.
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Fryers. nice. large. lb. _
!Dressed, Higher)
4CAROJK1NA
1
V_IltarNfit/
Try oar sliced bacon, boded MM.
N
chops and141/9

--i--firere4.••

VETERINARIAN
Murray — Kentucky
Wes North Third Street
Res. Ph. 3012
Ph.846

Sometimes after egang too much I
quickly
had gee ,peires.
relieved me and my doctor says it's
all right to use." (S. 11-fifturi.) Get
ADLERIltA today.
Stubblefield de CD., Druggists

CLEANED
and
C PRESSED

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

lee
Spinacjir
can
lie
No. 2'. aim can
lie
e.1% Itle I
DelMonte.
18e I
Turnip Greens. No. 2 can
Grapefruit Juice. Bruce's...
41.
_ lee. 47-oz. can
• No
Grape Juice. Royal Purple.Us
Pint
._ 15e. Quart
Oranges--litre.
Grapefruit, large. 3 for
•
Sunkist Lenses& large—
No
Is_ Dunes
3 fee
Poi PitetilUes. peek
Fancy Idaho Pet, No. 1.
Syrup. Golden Sweet,
Silver Sweet, gallon
_
Bee Sweet, gallon
Illit
Kaff-gallon
Syrup is advaseisg—buy
Ilrele
Post Tousties.-Jurgie-4-...
- -.4.—.-AlittlSeed Beans aad

NOT AFRAID NOW
DR. H. H. VjGGESS

Service

• PRONIPt
• It11.1111LE
• LOW

PINE CLEANING

, Kt
,'Murray*

4th St.

108

Radio Repair

only the-bast-available, yet_natz..pzigegirelise tamest. nosaible.

_

Ijos.•,_16e

S

WHY NOT

_MODE R

- Sander surati peek,
eiher meal&

,•

JOUR HOME?

4

S.

DON'T DELAY! •

GET MORE OUTOf
YOUR INC/Nf WITH
miswaricn wizNE"
MOTOR

VIIIIMIPM111/
.NOWAS THE TIME TO ....

Bill L D ,7---R-111111YDEV
REPAIR
PAfNT

•LOW COST!

L

.o..._..
serve
etinti
family, you knowmiIkto'!ypur,
that yrokstrob giving then/ aotne.-_r

•

.1 PAINTS
oniv=vitittomiNsw-LAcIpuER5ANA.mat —

;
it Won't form 'harmful %srwish -that calLISCII -engine
drag.' Change to Insulated

EENS

DAILEY--

Hazel, Kg'.

Phone 25
NimilEmn

Not Everybody in
tifilloway county subi,cribes to. the. Ledger
tfir. Thnis but nearly
eveiyborty reads it!

SON

General KiWlis•disti.

WE. THE

1-0.BRANDON
• .

vim

• TURNBOW'S
DRUG.STIAE

BUSINESS PEOPLE OF—

•

.,

_•
KNOWN FOR,our sympathetic understanding of o
neighbor' problems in their bereavement, we feel
it only just and fitting to cad this service for ourpatrons in appreciation of heir loyalty to us. We
amatire our old friends, and our new, that this added
service will in no wise add additional expense to
ny funeral. Let us explain the many advantages to
Tottr-use-of-thirrnodienriltmeritHictmet-

SHORT ORDER'S
Open Frown 6 A.M. isi.41.iiibight
_

The most of the bese-for
less in Staple 'sod ,Fancy
Groceries, Light flarcil
. sure and Feed.

•

rrzr

•

,

.

•

1

14:We areiteetrrinsostd--of _this.--valttahle• additiiiii tst-o_uf
.01/
-corn-nit:May,. and grateful to these evi6-Iiir- _
t
1 I
sighted men for this concreter-evidence •

.
•
I
.Seleted Stock of Groceries-

of faitle-th • oUt future iiirtfeSs

.•1•11••

i

•
—

WE CdP.MALI:Y INVITE all to -Visit our new_ Fu, ne.ral Home in Hazel at any tiniCirit Want teshost_
you through this ultra modern easblisheneitti- de.:
_ signed and built for your comfort and convenience
in, your:hour of great need. We have spared --no expel:I'm nor effort to make this a place you can call
"home" and can feel at home ... apiece where the
:loved one who has passed on to his final resting
placo-tan be cared.for with. efficiency, dignity, and

respect.

EM
GROCERY

•

-

seen

TELEPHONE 262
•

01•••••

insured up
to $5,000.00

HAZEL

.1

•••

MAY BE SURPRISED TO KNOW

DEPOT STREET

Deposits

40.

4.•

11••amm .••• S.••••,

Murray Lumber

am.

PLAIT LUNLH

•

•Y
_ 0U

DEES BANK
_ OF HAZELsuonct--. -

Opening

.,

•••• •••• ••••••"•••••

A:con4144slinf
leIkitMe *tip
anneles:
••••111...M...m. ••••
•••••

V

I

•

S.

•

THAT YOU CAN AFFORD A NEW HOME

ARIA-MAW

••-

.SANDWICHES

,
4111•1=1.11.1101.11.16••••••••••••04

-••••.:" - -

CONGRATULATE
_
GOOD FRIENDS AND NEtGlIBORS,'SY.
ON'THE
KELLEf AND W. Pi-- DAILEY,

CLOTHING and DRESSES • I

to enlarge present
_ quarters easily!

Murray, K.

—

•
WISH1O—PUBLICLY

SI IGES, WORie

w

ABOUT FLAW
.
1.13

:UAW.

.411111111111111111110111.11.11111111111111111nr
LjEr2/a/1:1

7

-—OODS
IG
---—DRYAND NOTIONS
•

HOME NOW! SE E

NOOK
suow.yen box

..0.1111•1..••••.•••.NME•.rn.•=0.••=•••••••••ulM• 4M•

TOephons 191

=

-

ENJOY A MOOK1011

With FHA funds. .you rat?
spread payments over a period of several years!

'COMPANY

I

Wrearveritquickly4

Milk!

MurrayMilk Products

•

M. AM. •M• 110 AM.•••••• .•1•0 •••••

BREAKFAST

•

---If--we-don't-hnvt it

•

OR A NEW

•

•-11:0110.-TERMS!

SUNBURST

P 11 Y 0

•

COMPANY

•W.

Ask tor

MOTOR.
COMPANT
21
206 East - Main
•, -a!!-Plione

LUMBER

•AZEL

• -

SPARE ROOMS

entail dusrni

•

, Havoline.

Setter PlaceVow.Odor Now _for

H. I. NEELY

••-

don't Dead cambia. your
modernization ganiiiriist a

You

•••••••••••.....

It's insulated against heat so,

_ •

KELLEY

I" PAYMENTS!
(.

thing that every one of them
will enjoy.. Order it delivered
to-yber door .every, day. Cal!
•

LUMBER, BUILDING
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES

3-C

We

--.
._E:
iiiO4
-PeC"re"nellifelell
th"1311"1"1"111'......"tP"--.-"-SrAgaale

•.

SEE US FOR

•

Why continue to deny
yourself t h e advantages of a Jnodern, im..
proved home? You can
,modernize your present
home at little; c'ost!

telliurrayrn.uray

"
W. D. ICELLEY-

HAZEL, KY.
•

-461V. P. DAILEY,

•
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SECTION TWO
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Murray Training School Is Second, Lynn Grove Third in Purchase ER

., Druggists

HEATH WINS FIRST
FOR THIRD YEAR

eel

Other county schools Winning
Pismo: Charles Oberher, Kevil,
FU2S AND FEATHERS — —A
points were Kirksey,'Faxon, New first; Warren Patterson, New Connews item reports some people
Concord, Hazel.
cord,. second;. Willis
RudoW
have' 4einanded a ,probe of the
Six hundred and twenty-four Sharpe, third.
weather bureau. This action reboys representing FFA chapters in
Vocal: Abram Allen, Heath, first:
flects our citizen's alertnegs to govthe eight Purchase counties partici- Paul Bailey. Murray Training, secernmental laxness. It is high time
Boys In Purchase Participate pated in the Field Day contests, ond; Barclay Jones, Lynn Grove, Three Calloway Teams Iwo Get
for.an absolute showdown. There
which -ranged- from demonstra- third.
In Annual Event Held at
In Eight Team (Arena. Far,
Is no excuse 'for the abominable
lions of the proper form to be. folClinton
Summer Play
Orchestral. Suward Taschner,
weather dished out to us the past
Movie-goers have heard about aclowed in opening and closing cereHeath. first.
few menthe,' •
tors, directors, stuntmen. and special
- '• Murray Training School ranked monies to" novelty ... itletremental
Calloway County will probably
•
•.
Milburn,
-Dairy-;---Ruriert
Samples,
effects wizards—but little is -told
.---Wecind among the Future Farmer numbersbe represented by three teams—
The FRYING PAM
first; Rieke Clark, Faxon. second; Murray Nationals. Murray
Under about the men who pull ell-,-,these —
organizations of Jackson's Purchase
Alariers
Juniors,
.secretary of War Patterson warns efforts together. They
third.
Hazel.
Craig.
Robert
and
are the Sctipt
their
in
Hazel. in the eight-team Jackannual contest Field Day
The winners in the various conU. S. complacency is public enemy writers and
Sheep: Nathan Johnson, Heath. son Purchase Baseball League, now
producers.,,.
• _ • in Clinton last Saturday, and Lynn tests follow:
No.
I.
If
Tie
means
LaCenter and in ,the embryonic stage, according
complacency in
Grove placed third, as Heal)) Bigit ...a.,Public Speaking: Buran Richard- first; J. C. Lew
Offhand,
it
might
seem that
the face of frantic efforts to stemlinton, tie for to reports released this week7
Hershel lopes,
* ,
11
tchool won the title for the third
Murray Training, first; HowPecle the country into war,. irk script writer engaged in ma '
second:• Herr, Black. Bardwell,
year.
movie
of
a
sensational
stage play,
These three teams, together with
House, Heath. second;
onpublic benefactor No. I. Dictator
fourth. .
Benton Lidns. Benton CCC, Hardin,
Heath's chapter, boasting a mem- aid Terrel, LaCenter, third.
nations like to jump at conclusions, such as "Tobacco Road." which is ...
Soils: Laurel Henson, Benton, Golden Pond,
and Calvert City,
bership of 86 boys with two inbut democracies prefer to Whittle at the -Varsity today and ,Friday,
Impromptu Speaking: ...111111 7.4ftrat; Fred Broach, Kirksey-, Sec.
wuold have an easy time.
structors. had 123 points tq lead Steely, Hazel. first: J. H. Theobakl. ond: Forest Henderson, LaCenter, would form a compact circuit, and
while they think.
would
play
two
games each week
But Nunnally Johnson. ad* script
all other schools. The Training Murray Training, second; Hampton third,
during the summer.
writer, who did the "Road" for • -Scpool had 106 points, while Lynn Erwin, Lynn - Grove and Freeman . Farm
Management:
Winfred
minerals—even when they are
the
screen . . He Was almost lickGrove compiled 64. The Training Rogers, Heath, tie for third. and Guess. Heath, first:. Randolph
The loop, affiliated with the Kendicated.
•.
ed before he started
-Sulaool lima a Abonb•esisaii.
Story, Mwrat 1-rainftig. and'Bill tacky Amateur Besebale enwocjaprSflchr end-- siririgeruneea I . With a play that
received
all
boys, and is under the direction
tion,
of
Edd
which
Kellow
is
DisInstrument:
Novelty
-Ralph Rags- Ed Hendon. Hazel, tie for second;
mixture that an be kept before sorts of criticism
from .places
of Prof. W. H. Brooks. .-Bobbie del...Faxon; fleet; Gene Watson, Dent
LaCente't. fourth. trict Commissioner,. - would-. play
the-hgrd at all limes, and which is cause of the treatment of such
a
Grogan is in charge of the Lynn Lynn Grove, second; James Y
good for any stock. is:
—'Hays and Pastures: James E. games on Saturday and Sunday,
subject in so robust a manner,
and the schedule would probaby
Grove chapter.
LaCenter, third.
Common salt, 20 pounds. Steamed Johnson's task was cut out-for hint..
Johnson.; Heath, first; Lincoln Ridrawn
to
afford
Murray at lane
bone meal, 40 pounds. Ground lime- and ID tell
ley, Sharpe. second:. Ordest
The idea of ready-sliced, easy-to-serve portions has spread from
the truth, he did a fair,
W9 games each week.
stone or sir.slacked -time, 40 pounds. jab. roF.—~
bakery to barn. No More tugging to tear apart tightly tangled"
Hand. third.
•
The
Lions Club is sponsoring the
Home. Beautification: *andel
bales, no more loss of leaves from such tearing, when hay is fed.-- .
His delicate way in handling such
Barclay, Central, first; Jittitia -Cock- team• at Benton—one composed
jn this ready-sliced form. Cut ends of the stems are at sides
411TEIIIIKARY
robust subjects as is uted in the
ran, Kirksey, second; Paul Will- mostly of those who have "green-,
of bale where they aid curing and permit baling after air-condiFESSION
hizAlgli
"Road"
makes. the show memorable
TO •
ated:. fro:1m. Arnercian Legion Jutioning in the field, with correspondingly better preservation of
iams, Faxon ,third.
_ MANKIND
.
frcen this etandpoint. It at all poscolor and vitamin values. Sliced' hay is put up with a newetyph
'Farm Shop: Clifford Jones, Mur- nior ball, Hardin's outfit will
Phi gentling of the Panama Canal sible. riga the book before seeing
sponsored
by the merchants there,
Machine developed by the J. I. Case Co. of Racine, Wis._ Th
ray /*raining, first; Allen Ross,
The great Panama Canerebtriwark The' show. If yeti- r5n17
,
-don
say the new baler weighichalf as much'pulls-With-half the
Lone
Oak.
second; - Kenneth while Murray's Nationals will.
1st America's defenses and
rley Grapevvires magnificent
composed
of
students
those
4e-co1works with fewer men. It uses no blocks, measures all-bales to
Hawks. Hazel. third..
cut
to
the
commerce
of
the
world,
performance
as Jetter Lester.
the same length, works as fast as a 7-foot tractor mower, and
Swine: James Wells. Milburn, lege NYA here.
stands as a lasting monument to the
bales a ton_of hay on a quart of gasoline with its own engine.
Calvert city, Golden Pond, and
first; Paul Bailey. Murray Trainveterinary prbtession. For its et:ining, second; Charles Chaney, Fax- Hazel have not completed their orstruction might have been imposganizations yet, while the Murray
on. third.
sible-nad not the pioneer work of-a
of certain minends, suth as.ealei- .veterinarian, Cooper Cwtice, led
_
6 .Beet
Cattle:
Ralph Sullivan, team is still hunting a sponsor.
um or phosphorus. Crops grown on to the control of the.yellow fever
The loop winner would compete 'S. H. DOSF341•115 D.V.M. ,
Bardwell, first; Loyd H. Gholson.
some eons are lacking in the- nor- which had previously_foreed France
Kevil. seeontl:,Gene Wihte. Hazel, in the State Play-offs.
mal
amount of these minerals. The to abandon its attempt to build a
meeting
A
next
will
week
make
third
water supply may also be short in canal across the isthmus.
Corn:
Masselon Hall. Calvert final plans for the league. Kelteyv
mineral constituents. This shortage
It may truthfully be said that
City, first; Fred Atkins, „Murray said. Each team -will probably play
"see
of minerals in the Crops
-and
.
water, when this man, through his study
Training, second; Robert Bailey, twenty-eight games in the league.
SAYS:—
together
with
present
methods
day
of the habits of the cattle tick"
Sharpe, third.
,
Prescriptions
of heavy feeding, contribute to the opened the way to the conclusive
and on
Poultry: Otis Thomicon, New Traintng. third.
I 41Iticurately and Carefully
--on farms
prevalence
many
of
diseases
city
in
our
see.
demonstration
that
insect
bites
big
can
Concord, first: Harold Carson. CalParliamentary Proaedureitjnq
Mineral feeding may fall-into dis- -stock. Minerals_ should be used
tail% andwherever you look, you
Compounded of Purest
as transmit disease, the construction
vest City. second; Charles Vaughn, Grove, first; iturrepute unless owners of livestock a feed supplement and for
ngr
Fond Trucks
--,;;• •
no other of the canal was -possible.
More
highwa
.
'Sharpe.
Drugs
and
Joe
at*
Stanley,
Arling- end; Heath, third.
understand its limitations. Practi- purpose.
airy
There
- theTrucks as
of
trucks
—ton. tie- for- third,
- - jobs thus
Seem
- -Bookr7-Heath, first cally alt., agricultural colleges and
Ford
_Since
mineral
fegiling
became
imeWiliaggies basaiNg
Tobacco:- Clayton Perry, Brew- Murray
raining. second: tn experiment stations have vecorn- popular, innumerable abeetrd claims
at work
wart
—
ens, first; Elwayne Boyd. Bardwell, Grove, third.
mended mineral feeding, and- as a are made for It,, The feeding
of geood
ressoniferbilik owners
other make!
second; Charles Stark. Hazel. third.
dependTreasurer's Book: Lynn Grove, result, the sale of these products minerals will not mike_ and difand
definite
perfornance
News
Letters: Murray Training, first; Heath, second; Murray Train- gas been pushed to extremes.
There are
econference
in
the
susceptibility
power,
oPthe
want
first; Heath second.
with the
ing. third.
deliver. They
Minerals are not intended to be stock to any contagious or paracordials*,
a truck
Trucks
Opening
and
Closing
and
Finals:
Ford
AuScrap
Book: Heath, first; Cuba. Used as a medicine for the treat- site disease. Over explanation_ of
first cost
ability that
ram. first; Heath. second; Muitvw=seeaod; Lynn Grove, third.
maintenance c0116,11L— .
ment of any disease. They are em- the farmer in this regard has led
starts with low
omy that operating and low
ployed to make up for a deficiency to a loss in faith in the worth of
want/
low
they
with
Main
they get what
on
Trucks
popular
Ford
their
Trucks are as
wonder Ford
they'll add to )our
:504
016 4
It's no
Broadwayl. And
job. See
your
on
on
Street as
you try them
once
pularity
Dade:today.
My RACHEL ROWLAND.
.
, By JNO. T. COCIIRAN.
.
Deastastration Agent
Calloway cauoilirJriemt

BASEBALL LOOP .New-Machine Puts Up Hg:-',.
WILL BE FORBID
In Ready-$1iced Bales

SCRIPT ACE
PULLS _WIRES
= ON FILM SET

_

sheOherd_

ISMS
.
ORD
I'
STREET!

The
Veterinarian

ON 1101
rvi......

yl •
deny
dvann, itnu can
resent
t!
-r-

_
VOID

_rFTIE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
•
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Pekes

You want a smoke
that's honey-smooth
As mild as baby's nurse.
Yotill find them both,
in Marvels and.
They're easlim the pursil

reea

int
COMMERCIAL

41hir

was

fORO AND
.1101tDERS Of CARS,
COMPANY • •
COMMERCIAL
MOTOR
'Otto
FORO TRUCKS,TRANSIT RUSES
MIRCURT CARS,
AP40
STATION WAGONS

AND

011

tc.c-**41
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The Cigarette of Quality
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STIPSANO MOTHERS.PHILantlaHi41, PA.
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The family having a good mak,Farm families far a long time
the-farni-feed-the - family itr
Nave done without beef. Our forehas a good .set suppi
This fathers managed to kill a beef
should consist of 'fresh anff.can- each fall. Today most farmers
ned as well as cured meat in suf- manage to keep some pigs from
ficient quantities for the entire the tarly spring litter for pork the
year. A variety of meats; beef, follinvipg.year but fail to_ turn out
lamb, pork, thicken. etc.. assures a calf or young beef for -fall. This
interesting and
nutritious meat Is a dairy county and there are
dishes.
not not many beef cows to 7pro.
The avetarie adult requires one :duce beef animals but a Jersey
bull
calf turned, out this spring
liberal serving of lean meat dairy,
and the amount does not vary with early to grass. and run all summer
will be a good size for an
the activity of the person. That is.
the Man who does hard physical average family this fall.
labor and the man who is -inactive
To improve the quality of the
need about the same amount of meat it is a 'good plan to stall feed
meat daily.
for a month to six week§ and kill
Meat does. not supply energy but the calL__wbert the Weather is. cool
is an excelelnt building food. If enough to keep. --Reef . improves
too., much is eaten the digestive With age and the carcus should be
system can not use the excees hung in a dark place for.two
amount and must work extra .to weeks before the best falvor can
get rid of it.
be obtained. Thue the weather
In addition to being a good should be cool. Can the surplus
source of protein for building for next summer.
.
muscle tissue, lean meat is a good
Pork is the main diet for most
source of phosphorus which is es- jaaalbes and though we should
sential for the development of no[ live by this meat alone it Is
bones afferteeth. Meat also con- the easiest to keep. Pigs Should
tains iron which le-neeestary for :be -saved now for Meat, hogs this
building and keeling the blood In -fall. Don't teed them too wait and
a healthy condition.
make the Streaks of lean meat
thicker in the .hogs to be killed.
Mutton is another fine meat and
Many Madison county farmers should be used more by
farm tam.
put small amounts of alfalfa Seed dies. Since. thie
will_cost more: to
in their nfeadow and pasture mix- provide, the better
plan is to use
• the'
tures.
beef.
.

t c'

:MIA 116

.ret.1

•

In extra yields at
better quality crops which
bring top prices In the market places, V-C pay! Its own
wa•Y and returns to its (Mersa handsome profit besides.
Tree IteThsen trairei tinder all your crops this Spring
and enjoy the jingle of the
extra profit dollars in your
poekets at harvest time.

There is a

V-C FERTILIZER
for es-cry crop
on everyfarm.
Sold by
Progressive Agents
Lverywhere

We

*A

There Is a friendly, well.
Informed V-C Agent nearby
who will be glad to assist
you with your fertilizing
problems.

-

STOKES-SMITH MOTOR CO.
East Main St.

VIRGIN-IA-CAROLINA
C-HEMICAL CORPORATION
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Phone-170

fLEY,

V-C FERTILIZERS FOR

- "Watch the
le •

-• •

FORDS Go By"

Equal

•

:

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

Now

PICKUP AND DELIVERY
•

Coy MODEL Cleaners
719 W. Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.

411i.

Drink

SUNBURST
• -

I*
Cife

4

SALE BY

MURRAY FEED STORE
Williams

—

•_

Murray, Ky.

. • _
When you 'serve SUNBURST
milk to'Your family, you know
that you are giving them _some" -thing that every:one of them
' will enjoy. Order it delivered
L. to your-door every day-,Cail
191 ..
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Puts Up Hay in

Ready-Sliced
Bales
•t•

t
7

IlAddilf"SiTginhat s•parahs iet• incl., for easy, accurate
-(shy; builds bolsi en AMMO els•
blocks to howdle
Weighs we -more than avern•• auto rails on rubber pulls
With small trotter. Soo this now C•s• nsochin• now.

•

SMALL CREW
-Sete/ in"vestment

OLL

raelibms*

Ask for SUNBURST Milk!
••

Murray Milk Products

McKee! Farm
EquipmentDEPOT STREET
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TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

35c
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The U. S. Conciliation Service ted.
of fundamental-rights. That kind-of sacrifice-is for
-all -children between the ages Murray High. ,eistructor, there is
announced settlement of 54 strikes ofIfSeven
the Common- tialignal protection -and- welfare.;!for our
months and five years no more 'fascinating a study than
during the current week, including were
- • Site Strikes Imperil Nation?' *
• defense agaibit the hinat rotniess--- brutality in Alan__ the
protected by immunization, the industrial art, His valuable
Ford Motor Company contree
diphtheria
would soon -be pear. work since coming to Murray in
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ins certified the following,striker tieeL wipe 'clout.
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He is a Murray College
to the Diense Mediation Board:
• at Gettfturg mOVirthati three quarters of a century ago, And President Roosevelt alAo said-i--!LWise labor lead:
'School graduate, getting Training
his diCopper Products
. era and wise business.managers will realize hew necessary'Phelps-Modge
it mayAiolt he said:
Corporation, Elizabeth, N. J.; Seas -!tom/ Time Flies! ploma In. 27. He got* a Bachelor
of
Science degree in chemistry
7 • Eight seare and five years ago our fathers brought
it is. to their own- exittence to make common sacrifices for Shipping Company, New York City;
and physics, from.Murrsy State.in
this great common eauee.."•
Sklar Manufacturing Company,
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enii--has-been ' in educational
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Kirk.eey for a, tear, then moved to
'strife ithin oarTbw.n borders, thaL.js "testing whether capable of self government and Who evidence willingness Allis, Wki- and New York City, Young Democrats:
Clinton. whet° he was science in.;that natibn, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, to proceed, in orderly manner,-to erfercise their pflkiltges resP"tivel,Y.
, „ structor there pnel • 1937, when
he came to Murray.
, lend rights um/Dr-the Jaw
_
can long endure:" , _
OUT OF STYX - Nearsighted Clean-up Week is underway,
— -His spare time is spent in the
crUcial.days Uteri the ate 4•.i -bur/ nation
The time is--again at hand 'for every .American, in labor 'leaders who believe In strikIn the
while defenses are Rot may Oounty board names teachers for employnient of the Columbia
hangs in thi--balarree,' when Millions'of people in Europewhatever capacity he may serve, to at, least temporarily ing
school
year:
high
next
school
beard Amusetsignt dompany, ,being in
soon get burned finger;. By choosARDATH G. CANON
have already -tpeen deprived of lit)erty_of thought-and put hiCiering, greed, and self interest in the background ing the strike club. instead of
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the to. meet Friday night.
Action,-strd when the slim-king remnifilti:of democracy are and -to once more become "dedicated to the great task mediation. facilities of a friendly
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"Property values natiiiialy will be
forced upward as the T.V.A. demand for more housing facilities
increases," declared Mayor George
Hart an an intervieist_a. few days
ago.
"Of course this T.V.A. demand
takes into consideration more than
Just the moving in of more officials.
For instance, those farmers living
within the scope of the reservoir
basin are having to sell their land
to the government. This means they
will have to buy or build some
place. Any great strain on
housing and space conalong naturally tends to cause the
building of more homes."
"Even though these reasons will
mean the building of .more homes
and the repairing of others, there
will etilt be some voluntary building because of the fact that property values are rising slightly all
along," he said.
Mayor Hart based his opinion in
this matter on the fart that property values hav,e risen slowly bdt
steadily during the past two years.
Building has slowed down since
the peak in 1939.
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HUGHES.URGES
RE-MODELLING
-

ew Spring t

The Kentucky Nutritien Committee fo,r national, defense is issuing
a call te.evety coulety hi the State
to form wolunteer committees, enlisting the active aid of local leader& to aseift.ilit-4 "health atuietilritinn" program. This anoguncemerit was made before Mee members and guest,e-i-W-the" minuet
meeting Of. the Kentucky Dietetic
Association recently, by Dr. Stacie
Erikson, head ofthe University of
Kentucky home economics 'department and chairman of the commite.
The county committees will have
fbilows:
speciM-huictions,
To collect and disseminate data
on the relation between diet and
health.
Evaluate and steadily- improve
the school lunch program.
Stisvey county nutritios-needs.
Assume responsibility forell localeneeds sand situations.'
In a long-term defense prom:suit
for America, it is necessary to have
all the people well-nourished and
strong, says the home economics
leader. Nutrition should be improved Approximately 33 per cent
or one-third, she adds. By a decisive local' community and county program, -`ion3roiled nuttitlen
can be made a strong arm of naUonal defense," it is concluded. _

Mask,of New
Uses for Tobaccos

Tests

An exhibit of materials
from by-products of tobacco was
examined by members_ of the Board
of Trustees of -the University td
Kentucky at their April Meeting.
It represented a progress report" of
research work at the- Agricultural
Experiment Station, in an effort to
find new uses for tobacco by-products that may increase returns
Irons tins crop, Dean P. Cooper of
the College of Agriculture explained.
was cellulose
In the exhibit
made fretu tobacco . leaves. and
stalks,. This matet ial could be used
in making plastics, pasteboard.
paper cartons and, other usefulproducts. Both wood and cloth
can be water-proofed with liquids
made from tobacco by-products,
the Experiment Station has found.
A tobacco fat was produced from
which soap could be made.
nicotine spray developed at
lxitirgut hi? opinion Oa 1-11-A. A Expesimenl.
Station severs
'twitting, Mayor Hart said that he the
thought F.H.A. building is still es years ago has-found., _wide use
popular as ever, however at pres- among growers of fruits, vegetent there is not so much'activity. shies, flowers and other plants
No F.H.A. homes have as yet been
Progress has been made in breedstarted this year
niceing a type of tobacco low
In conclusion Mayor Hart stated tine content, Dean Cooper told the
.that he thinks it a very wise invest: Board of Trustees.
ment to build now in order to
The research work in new,,
have
escape the rising costs of toiddirtll for...Wham) was expanded at the '"-Varieties of tomatoes that
foliage and
that are sure to carne a little later. Experiment
Station kit
July, fine , or restricted
more likethrough a __eperial anproPrialiumi median-sized fruit are
istotw,- tna Bbihpllies or Radio. Made-by etite _State Legtelaturie
TY Wueisteei• as glikkone that are
hot and dere So found the. KenExperiment
tucky -Agrieidtpral
Station, in severe' years of testing
varieties to determine their value Comes spring—glean-up and fix-up tinsel Outside and Inside the home should get a thorough going-over from
roof to seller. Upper left, colorful, firereaistant asphalt shingles are applied over worn roofing; lower left'
in the fresh-fruit =Atte
a housewife discards useless glass jars and bottles and, right, this typical young housewife shows a sensible,,
In this class Break O'DaY, Pritch,Attraotive costume Joss spring cleaning.eatake spring cleaning this year a pleasant experience.:
ard, ficiemy Best and • Marlitlehle
•,..
have bell% ,quite dependable, Va.
IterevirClatchi or;se** housewanted stiire room or trunk room.
Brighten' UrfUTealierlor-'of the-with large, coarse foliage
rieties
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
fruits succeed 'best *leaning hints that are bandy items • Upstairs, closets are the first house, too. A fresh coat of paint
and large
at this time of year.
point of attack. Untidy closet4 can on shutters, front door and trim
Point
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
when the moisture supply is piers-,
First, throw out the rubbish and he corrected with built-in-rods, will give new brightness and
tiful - and temperature moderate. ,get that unpleasant task over with. hooks and shoe-racks which
beauty to the house. And so will a
Silverware
Stokesdale, Valiant and Rutgers From cellar to attic; in closets, literally add to their size.
new roof of brightly colored aephalt
in this class. VarietMs drawers and cupboards, s all unhigh'
rate
Redecorate walls and floors with shingles. These, the most colorful
West Side Court Square
of. the Ponderosa type do not with- wanted,--caet eff clothes,' papers, a* scrub brush. +-Washable wall- eof alt roofing materials, will protect
stand unfavorable conditions as , glass jars and odds and ends should Paper, painted walls or floors—al- the root against hazardous flying
well as many others but are valued be ruthlessly discarded. Grandma, most any wall or floor can be sparks.
THE JEWELER
for home use because of the size you know, once had to save old ibrighteued with soap and water or
Choose the color of your new root
glass jars; today, they're so plenti- a good brushing.
and quality of the fruit.
carefully.- Make it harmonize with
ful. k's beet not to clatter up the- • fn.-bathroom and kitchen, too. let- the wails and trine- and with the
house with empties,'
:the suds fly. You'll find soap Jelly blue of the sky or the green of the
Make yours a spotless; cellar. =made by dissolving soap flakes in foliage against which it Will be
Take down and clean the smoke hilletwater, then letting the Jelly seen. Complete your spring cleanpipe: whitewash the Walls; check rise to the top—makes one of the up, 21x-up campaign by re-painting
I the furnace; 1 and add that longeebest of-eleuterse" _
..the front yard fence.'

Tomato, Varieties
Tested at Station

ie

Ng. Pgnoolit
day asked me
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A sure' which the Pet Milk
"Now Is,the best time to bend,"
Company made among, approxi- J. T. Hughes, of the. Murray Lumber
producers
in
ConSpany, told reporters, "be1,000
milk
mately
Graves County showed that; about cause of the fact that building costs
'700 of tn.etn are breeding cows to are bound to rise." This is not alone
scrub bulls or to beef bulls. Plans the opinion of Mr. Hughes. It is alare being made to beipg in more so the opinion of leading economists
the country over.
registered dairy cattle sires.
"Miiiray . is ,.not ever-built," deThe "Union BenhaddSlkust Company of ;Irvine is placing five reg.. glared Mr. Hughes. "There is still
plenty
of room for new homes, arid
istered bulls among farmers in
Estill ,county.
Several farmers the F.H.A. plan is undoubtedly the
also have purchased registered sires best way to build at present."
In speaking of the F.H.A., Mr.
and three purebred herds have
Hughes stated that aiwording to unbeen founded.,
official reports, Murray is ranked
The Boyle County Farm Bureati as second in the nation, for its size,
advanced $250 for the purchase in the number of new F.H.A. homes
of a-portable sheep dipping vat. A built since the plan started several
'county committee will idrect its years ago.
use. The :118 members of the counThree reasons were given by Mr.
sheep association have insured Hughes as to why now is the time
to build, and why beading now
_About 9,000 sheep.
"Carl Brown, a McLean must/ "would represent, the best investment a person caul make. Those
farmer, reports a net profit aistive three reasons are: I. Murray is
all costs of $6e0.62 on his poultry fortunate enough to have plenty of
for the year 1940. Sixteep hun- room available for buiding. 2. There
dred chicks-were started, of which is a college permanently located in
700 were kept for layers.
Murray, which means that the town
A demonstration in pastime Im- will grow. 3. Building coats will .
some, but certainly they .,
advance
provement has been started'on the
-for-some time.
farinf C. Beach in Breathitt
'great asset to Murray," Mr.
county. Rolling land was ,treated Hughes' ftirther added, "would be
with limestone and superpbos- the remodeling and repairing of .
Abate, and lespedeza; red clover, homes in Murray in keeping With
rixitop, timothy, meadow fescue modern lines of home-building and - and white clover sowed.
designing."

It's Time To Re-Tire!
$5.99
5.50x19
$5.99
5.25x18
$5.99
4.75x19
4.50x20
, $5.99
$5.99
4.50x21
$10.95
6.00x16 U. S. Royal .
.
$10.95
▪ 6.00x16 Champiciri'
$12.95
..6.50x16 U. S. Royai-., - - .
.. $12.95
6.50x16 Champion
;,.
6.00x16 Convoy .,....
$6.99
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Build - Re
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MORE R wriE
YOUR HOME?

•

DON'T DELAY! .
Why .continue to
h e •Advan.
tages 9f a nioderttini..
proyea-homeT. You can
modernize your pieserrt —
home at little cost!

Let Murray Lumber Company
estimate the coot of all frit,
provements. We can save yeu
-MONEY`
.

tng

)1 Tutor

•

•PAYMENTS!
You don't need "Cash for your
modetenzatien plans. Just a
small down payment!

With FHA funds, you c a n
spread payments over a period of several years!

SPARE ROOMS
OR A NEW
BREAKFAST
NOOK
ENJOY A moDERIL
We can show--you how...
HOME NOW! S EE'ge preset- -US ABOUT PLANS!
quarters easily!
-",

Y0U MAY ff.LAJRPRISED TO KNOWNEW HOVE
THAT YOU CNN'A,rroRD

-ANNUAL

Nearly $2,700,001,will be spent this year in Ken.'
tucky by Southern Ben for
constructing, reconstructing.
and adapting telephone fa-. cilities to meet governments'.
-and other telephone needs of
the state.
More than600,000meubtthe nation's armed forces will_
he trained •in the South. Of
these moref..than 38,000 war
be located in Kentucky.
To care for these then there
- will be 71 military camps and
establishments in the South.
Necessary switchboards,
numerous other_aquipment,
and many milssof telephone
wire have already been in. Azalea.' A"dd it i on a I equipment is being provided as
required._
An adequate communicationservice is vital to the defense program and telephone
comes have beenegagesifos
months- in planning and
stalling the service to meet
the maximum Reds of government and industry for
both local and long distance
telephone service.
_... Telephone men and-worn.
„ en re now better equipped
and trained than ever before
to do the big job ahead of
them. They go forward con&
dental their ability to main.,
tam n the service at its present ..
high standard of effteitncy
and dependability,

.secarinos.wisxiam.s. Passirs

"I chose the loveliest colori
to dearate my home
from hundreds of
simply kiiso Co/se
Photographs!"
wee.

foand them m Bus MARVELOUS Style Guide.
I counied 107 homes and over 200 roans in it!"

tlable. " -Always '
of meclianical aid-the sohool m
pas trained °'
soya in skilled
_

DEPOT STREET

:•••••

•

-

The city will '
f irk-tucka to,take -up trash
r must have same
--of all kinds. Ppapenfy
•
at,eige of curb—

"And I didn't pixy a cent for
this wonderful new- service!"
Now-in the comfort of your own home-and at
ebsolutely no cost og obligation—you can choose
ias every room ...
perfect colors for your house
from the largest, most beautiful, collection of smart
home color schemes ever published!
Just phone es. Ask us to lend you is
Sherwin-Williams Paint and Color Style
Ouide—in two volumes. We'll gladly deliver it to your home free. NO obligation!

NOT LATER THAN
:TUESDAY-EVENING, APRIL,-24

•

•
Trucks Will Be Around Once Only
Have your Trash Ready! ,

A

SHERWiN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

"!••••

asee,
-••

•

•

'

•
-

or

e

•

Phone 323

101 N. 4t1's

:
40
4"It

•

•

-Residents are Urged .to get all traeft,Ttibbigh,
cane, ask'
the like onjffe-fronVacces- •
albie to work

•

alk 4
*

•SATURDAY

-

SOUT-H-ER (1 BELL TELEPHORE
ROD TELEGRAPH COMPRRY

262

SMIN11111

•

• FRIDAY

.23724 25- 26

;Jae dunk! I BORROWED this
Guide from my SHERWIN.
WILLIAMS dealer!

INCORPORATED

Q

•THURSDAY

MURRAY PAINT & _0
WALLPAPER CO.

Murray Lumber Company
TIILEPtiO_NE

• WEDNESDAY

AP

'LET US:SUGGEST
"dr.RELIABLE PAINTING C0NTRACT011

. CANON

Telephone 21

206 East. Main

for Telephone
Expansion

linElY Pqr.

*LOW COST!

r
____:t
, o
_....____
a

12,700,000

aHLR _,4m•WiLLIAmr. PAINrs •
4

•LONG TERMS!

TRADE NOW • AVOID WRECKS

In the national 'wheat "marketing when =rimmed end will conquota referendum tentatively set tinue during the 1941-42 marketfor May 31. the State-A. gricudtural ing year if ,approved by twoAdjustment .Ciffice his announced. thirds of the taxmen—voting in
Although the merketing quota the referendum.
determination has not yet been
Per
we Went- witkin, their
mad% tt-"is estimated that thceaelleat acreav allotmenti will marwheat c.arryotier on July 1 this
free of penalty all wheat pro---AeSPIreatiftlately 14.000 ferittelliir year may. exceed 285,000,000 buwheat gr:eseee are eligible to vete shels, which would be the largest duced on their allotted acreages
carryover, on record. This carry- Plus any- wheat carried- over from
over plus a 1941 winter wheat previous years, if the quota is apcrop of 833,000.000 bushels and an proved.. Whelk in excess Of the
average spring crop, as indicated quota on an Over-planted farm
by the December crop report, would be subject to,emnalty unless
would provide a supply of about stored under seal.
"e
1,200,000,000 bushels for 1941-42;
If a quota is proclaimed. cis
oi3
and this indicated supply will ex- approved, the quota law
idesi
ceed the marketing quota ley* that, under the government
tablished by
the Agricultural loan program, loans cannot bee
Adjustment Act.
made on the crop for which the"'
The quota 'will become effective quota is rejected.

Remember when you build or remodel that. you•are making one of the dust i1122portant investments of your life. Don't'gamble on cheap -nsiit;riatis. We carry
only the best available, yet our prices are the lowest possible:

.ybody in.:-,14nty sub- .
ie Ledger
ut nearljt.
eads it!

$4500.00 TIRE STOCK!

Tentative Plans •
for Wheat Quota
Vote Announced

ft's An Inyesimend

elleee most of
will like the-ere*
me end of .their
that • they will
or three years..
they are well
'ie second elf of work they:,
end that's what
Joiner So moo.
Id job and be
one when the'
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BURMAN PARKER
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SPORTS'-and -AMUSEMENTS

federal Refuges To N
House During Wildlife We
Civilian Conservation Corps.
April.19-20 Set For ofHelpthehas
also been given by th e
WPA and the NYA. On the ,Ken.
Visitto Local
tucky Woodlands Refuge,the workl
has been done' with MO help Of
WPA.
Refuge
pro"While all wildlife refu

r

Just Fitihin'
Ss'S NATIVE SON
(This is a first of a series of
articles to be carried concerning
fishing. So if you haven't got your
-hook and line out yet, or managed
to take time,off to go fshin% get
ready soon.)
Just Fishing
7-Somehow the notion has got
d that fishermene are. lazy.
°thing could be farther from the
truth as this little story well illusA gentleman versed in
trates.
legal' lore saw one of his old colored friends, equipped with a pole
and a can of worms, on his v.(0
to the creek. -and said to him:.r-Rastus, yob trifling rascal, you
ought to be ashamed wasting your
time -fishing while your wife is
working • oyes the wash tub. Tp
which Rastus replied:-"Yas sir,
jedge, yas sir, but my life works
just as well with me fishing as
if I was at home."
4: Ilm
. Two Fishermen

Kicking'Em
- -- Around ---•

tect, the rpaoy forms of wildlife
Open house will be held at the found on the sanctuary," Baker
Natioeat
Wooctlands
Kentucky
said. "each area is usually particuus
Cob Rely -Steivart
Wildlife Refuge April 19-20 in-Lyon larly
Iseneficial to certaM birds or
tin tbe --"tionserne" eagle of last
and l'riu Counties during Nations'
that
.
---.
-Re--addedand has_ promised us that
Wildlife Restoration Week 'a-hi
refuges irr- the Nation-wide -syss Wee*,
:is .now rRpril 14.493 being cele. tern were • established primarily, Union University will be played at
isla"
- throughout the ceIMIXT
home, thus giving us five games,
-717i gratory -waterfowl. 30 for
sponsored by the National Wild- colornal.non.carne birds. 24 for mi- instead of the original three. Cullife Federation, it was announced gratory birds, small upland game, ver-Stockton was added last week
So here is your grid-appetizers
by Gerald F. Baker. Refuge Man- fur . animals, and other wildlife.
for next fall: Morehead, West Tenager for the Fish and Wildlife Ser- and 13 for big-same animals.
nessee, Middle Tennesiee, Union,
vice, United States
Rangel' Help Rester. • Wildlife
This - is
Culver-Stockton.
the Interior.
-The refuge system plays,an im- and
Tennessee's firell---taiP here
Middle
Individuals and rivate or
.-firge-trier
0 toss iag
ens
our wildlife resources.
- The one from New UAW told
1934. West Tennessee-ls an olds
-em make arrarutements bitele- Baker_ • -Since .the
the one in_Utah that.__the western
liere. --while Cuiver-Stotkpboning Manager Baker- at Eddy- of these areas there has been a
mosquitoes did not Asoipare -in
vine at te Refuge Headquarters., decided return of species that ho ton is on the rail for the first time.
size or effkieney 'with the moso
•
With an area of.55.000 acres the been close to the point of extirpa- - -,
quitoes back east. They had quite
Kentucky woodlands was estab- non and even extinction"
Notes off the cuff: The game Fri.
an, argument. In the end he made
lished piririarily for the protection
The wildlife expert said that the day would have been awfully dry
a bet that he could take oft his
of upland game. This refuge is one two principal things tonnievirotins. had not Seamen ran 88 yards, and
shirt and let these puny Utah moof the 263 administered by the ists have done to bring 'About the / Thompson caught a beautiful pass
squitoes bit him ten minutes withFish and Wildlife Service' through- present "healthy" status of many from Perkins . . . But we saw a
out flinching. At the end of nine
.
.
out the United States. Alaska. Prier- forms of wildlife are the establish. lot more deception and clever ballminutes the Utah fisherman saw
- th---Rleo, and Hawaii, Baker said. ment of -wildlife, refuges and the handling than a Murray team has .
"TOBACCO ROAD'S" STORMY PETRELS are Lov Bensey and that he was about *Jose ten dok
tone-an it•it, • ..t.:1 -.----. -. And Bilse-htey-Lesterreinekiner-ftgte more-then-thes-iove-buit it makes for tars. far the -Prete Jersey man wag
These ietuges have,-a-rernmotr---ar-% HUM:hem measures, he -explained: have those .new flashy uniforms -the fascinating entertainreent as patrons of the Varsity Theatre are finding covtred with mosquitoes and • had
•". • _tat about. 13.500.000 acres,
d
the made. it possib/e for the wildlife Racers will open the season with, out. The .20th Century-Fox picture. which was produced by Eitteryl F. not moved a muscle. -Something
itr-size from 1-acre islater
Aleutian bilarids National Wildlife to kaka,pdvantage Qi improved cli- are going to be, horn?,. , ,Murray Zanuck featurcs'Charley Grapewin, Marjorie Rambeau and William had to be done. So the Utah fisher- Refuge in Alaska. which comprises matic conditions following the Hie' h ended its Spring practices Tracy, along with Ward BOEd--and Gene-Tierney. who are shown above man, (no fisherman ever descends
with no castialties,'Which is some- in one of the dramatic scenes white highlights "Tobacco Road" today to itny.Traud) picked up a burning
almost 21100.000 acres and-extends. great &Cunt'crisis:•
1200 mile; westward troraLaw
thim of -a novelty for the Timer& and Friday.
.By basing its recortunendata
--and focussed it on the bare
Alaska Peninsula.
—0.
-fivr migratory_ __Waterfowl. hum
ck of" his friend. The man from
_Baseball made a 'most atIspicio
gulatuans on Mimi:ledge of
Establishing refuges is.*4 -course.
the east gave a lusty yell, slapped
only a-beginning. Baker added. conditions of the bads throughout debut- to Murray Monday, as a
his back, cried out with lusty
Many of the areas_ obtained Were the' yew', and by reducing.the bag- large crowd turned out to watch ,
Seal: -There's onerfrom home", and
the
Thorpughbreds
absorb
a
7-8
limits
and'
seasons
when
necessary.
only prospective refuges at the.
paid the bet.
curbed and licking at'the hands of Illinoisires--''
time and required a great .deal of overshooting has
development. Improving refuges, the birds- bare benniven an op- leyan . . . The RacerS. handicapped
he explained. is one of the Ser- portunity to regain their nienherse by a leek of pitchers. were forced
RRAy wiNs
Murray High closed its mced-sucto rsiy on,Atkinson for the whale
he
ed. •
yice's objectives.
ba
s
il
game/.*.
.
Had
he
been
jerked
.
Much of this work. Baker said. . Hunting regulations are the Ima good many years. Friday. when
has beeri:-.' carried on with the aid mediate solution to sudden popula- after five innings, the results might Petal Buchancin's team tied Capt.
have been different . '. But ,pitche Clayton William? grow 6-6 -111--a
•
....
era are scarce for the Cutchinmen. 1116414013-liameDradley Tech enema but
•
.•••....m•-.,••••••••••••—
'
'
-- Now that swing football -is- mow
Murray -States tennis tenni won **ivied -rm.-bat-nine bobbies as'
-have VW-a *Tit, a
at the high school. Ty Holland is
are driving better than any group two of their thr.4 matches on the Murray's infield enabled the nugoing in for baseball . i'; But the I've everThad." Coach Holland said.
noisians to triumph 11-5 here 'Tuesroad last week by drubbing Ten- day afternoqn in a drizzle.
Tigers will play as an independent
'
-We have several good backs, and
home*
Tech
and
David
Lipscomb.
group .. .
some more boys who are developThe one earned run for the TechFor the more technical-minded: Mg fast. Our Zoe will be stronger
racqueteent-4100Oped a stets came in ,the first inning on
here's the reason: if Murray High than if was 'last year and iron> a' 5-4 match to Maryville.
Makoski's home run. _Three Murshould play one high school gam_ irlevrnoint of
squad as a Whole,
Coach Walter Blackburn said that ray bobbles gave the Bradley nine
the boys would be barred froro in- we should fare pretty well next
runs in the third.-and one hit
two
all the Murray team played steady,
dependent baseball while playing
consistent tennis, considering the and two more bobbles gained two
high schood ball during that se:Paul Buchanan his imiroved practice that it had before the trip. in the fifth. Three hits and two
son . . Then, too, by playing in- his blocking tremendously, and the
Ed Ponczek. sophomore playing more bobbles were converted inns
dependent ball, then all 'the boys way he. Williams. Polly, and Starks
Number 3. and H. D. Holt. Jr, five tallies in the seventh, while a
US p high school may play, regard': have been driving, it appears that playing NumbetrA istert_ at
-Snit bit and an ,error was good for
_eligibility rules .of,the •Ken- tho -Tiger isseining-atteek will -esrry. of their matcheik--•
- - final one in the eighth.
• tuck"' High School Athletic As- both power -and deception, pally,
Summary:
The Racers take to the road again
. socialion . . . The Murray team is with added Weight and a year's ex- this week on an invasion of the Bradley
101 020 510 11 S 1
carding two , games With Hardin perience, has come round rapidly. Deep South, meeting the University Murray
000 011 103
III I III
t---Itigh, who Is playing wider the
Wallen and Van Ness; Mk Lee
Spring
Capt. Williams has shown that he of Mississippi. Millsa.pa and .
' snare regulations as the Tigers. Is capable at tanning at any i4 the
Rushton.
and
Miller.
'HilL,
Tentativits cfStes have been set for tour backfield positions
Louis
April 23. and May 2. . . .
Starks is the newcorniel, who js
AFTERNOONS
turning into a Tiger Terror at
He
scooting off-tackle. or around end Children
F1.1111112 BUM
Tom Fenton, who. missed most of Balcony (tax Included)
Ile
---lfatsuoka was the honored guest. the spring practice, will draw his Lower Floor (tax mended)
He
usual blocking hawk and signal call, But Hide acted -smarty":
pasmoi
raq
arm;
ant
Aim/
Whether it's a grey,
-atom
But
That Yugoslivic egg he served
very gad as his understudy.
Smelled Op his little party.
brown, blue green or ,
• • •
At- this time the ends are 'going
to give. Hollan
gelre most trouble.white suit you are
."Mechanized Army Dooms Offi- not getting
boys here, but
emengSwagger Stick."
headline, picking out the right ones out of
wearing. you'll be
. ---ra..eeti somebody' Must carry
the the assortment. he has on hand.
Palmer Outland. --Castle Parker.
grefisellun•
cOadortably
-Thurman, Bitty Joe Saundem
Duval stone,,, all have looked good,
4044.co notuigolly '
Wthro*HAND
and •Alternate-Captain Burl Cum
_The- union bays me acting up. ningham.can be shifted from
$1104 in a pair
They don't fear ,beingkflooned
to end in a pinch.
,
When
liginsi
Perkins
tans
Heir
WIth.Cunnitigh,am al tackle wilt
now Fortuot sitite•
pants
'be"Crider and Tomrne. with Max
With that ,"mediatto11%.0011.0.
ancl-wlsite", styles. See our many aew dad
Blalock. who came around fast
this sprin
..F. ready for any available
ditereat
patterns
duty.
tion slecreaser W- hile - retina proNelson Blalock and MaX Gibbs
_ ;for a eon.- haVei been showing
vide a long-time plea
I _
today at Only $4, some: iijle
's higher.
up` great at
atantly increagiog supply of once guards, while Ogden and LeRoy
depleted species.
'Denham- have shown that they are
Refuges are .havens where not capable replacements. In fact. it is
•
only sanctuary is provided but altogether 'possible that Ogden
when food 'Is available, Adequate might draw, a starting assignment
water and, good cover conditivis if he takes his work at guard seare also provided on each area: - riously. Collie Russell. a big boy,
-The program is paying divi- has been looking good at tackle.
dends," Baker,said.
J. L. Miller will start at center.
• It 'The "hunter." he. continuted. with _Cplson giving him good re'finds more lairds- and mammals
Agrve 'Strength at the invot.
hunt; the trapper, ,who • giins his
_
. livelihood. from HIS-marshes. findh
..--o-saart-kat-abiassla each semom
-the general outdoor enthusiast sees
our,46ots _of war
more animals in the forests and Lendbergh
Are dull, and illsgrrepated parks.'
carl.fight
Like all get out
Animals are like humane, be cob- But we
"WE DRESS MEN"
-Whert.i
rg filly,.
cluded;`-ifive them a Japed _7
arift-eftitil .get aloist firiU
,
•

"

rigt

lilli,
114

beefs Showfromise

Spring Game Friday
While Murray's State's Thorough- and at fullback.
Both Sasseen and Perkins played
breds are a long way from any kind
of championship, they showed more extraordinary football. Teddy broke
than a little promise in their final. loose once, on a grand spinner, and
spring intrasquad game last'Friday without the benefit of interfe
before a large High School Senior raced 88 yards to score. Tim
again, he dropped back to
Day crowd.
passes to Bob Salmons
The Blues (which could also have bullet-like
Haines.
been catalogued as "regulars") and Jack
Perkins. without the line that prograbbed an early touchdown, and
held a lead throughout the four tected Sasseen, broke loose several
periods to defeat the Golds; cap- times for nice gains, and was kicking the ball for both distance and
tained by Torn Johnson, 20-12.
The Murray secondary appeared aceuracy.
Of the other backs, Steve Levanweak on defense on both teams, and
it was obvious from the start that cioski and Jack Lambert, two boys
Moore faces a lot of work doing groomed in high school by former
something about his blocking in Line Coach Don Edmonds, looked
the middle of the line. But that was best.
expected, as only one letterman,
Probably the most spectacular
Roger Fuller, is returning at guard, play-of the game came in the secand three-sophomores %via battle ii..en&-period- -when- an- -en& around
outat center.
ended in a 85-yard pass play from
The abrupt announcement that Perkins to Jack Thompson. When
Sam Crider was leaving school, and Thompson caught the ball for the
that "PeeWee" Nanney had been Golds, there Wasn't an oppwient
accepted by the Air Corps. tlut into within twenty yards of him.'
Coach Moore revealed that ByMoore's plans at the running tailback spot. Only Bob Perkins and chowsky was the only player defiTeddy Sasseen remain. It is alto- nitely lost by the draft, but Haines
gether probable that Moore will and Speth were both slated for
shift Jack Thompson back to tail- conscription, unless something hapback, and use Ferrara both there pened to alter the circumstances.

VA'1
I111.

S
217bititopo Hold liens U

Tigers Close Spring Practice With 6-6 Tie in Contest Friday
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TWO ON TRIP

MURRAY LOSES
11-5 TUESDAY

!

_ The original self-support'log socks. They stay up
, neatly. whitest ear t e !
COO.00•eissanfortahle. Lisle.

irad flee ray ons. New
.patiersa. Sixes 10 to 13.

A D-A1411-1•
11110W111111.1m SHOE ST011119
M.

w.it

Side

Ohms 106-W

Square

VARSITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

oir ow-

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS•MOLIDAYS
10e
adlieen.
30e
•Sidommy (tax included)
ItiatIgffinpor (tax !setae'', ____ 36e

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

present/

GMT COOPER
17Thl INTSTERATER--_
tlf IIIATIST OMNI MON
PICTURE nu PIM

"an-and-white"Fortune

Q4eQiee
-10111UNS

I

•

%

•

SATURDAY ONLY

GRAHAM &JACKSON

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

—••

MIMS and FACTS .%

of

API

Statewide Interest

_

DO YOU KNOW

ADSITSSION-10c and 16c

SATURPAY AND SUNDAY

... that Kentucky's s/o.000.ocooJava beer industry employs
13,000 people, pays salaries and wages totaling S10,00(000 annually and rays State taxes in_excess of $1,000,000 a year?.

As Roy Rogers of the Texas
Ruggers fiods romance IS the
rue to his greattst *Mika

To preserve these benefits,which are so important to Kentucky's
social- and economic welfare, our Committee has _cooperated-..".77.
with lawenfarcement authorities in the revocation oi'.,u? retail
beer licenses, suspension of six, cancellation of two, tel
of one license application and the padlocking of two r
beer outlets.
•••••

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

GEORGE 'Cabby' HAYES

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
E PAIT { uS TN'

via Reek Seat
JadesOm low

ROY ROGERS

Thus, legal beer is sold under the strict contr91 (if state and
local authorities,and under the watchful eye of our Committee:
YOU can help by patronizing only reputable, law-abiding
beer retailers.

FRANK
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MYURAY SHOPP/N'G NEWS

to-

sank

STOKES-SMITH MOTOR CO._

A

Phone 170

East Main St.

•

Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware

The Ledger & Times
News
M

"Watch the FORDS Go By"

Perkins played
Teddy broke
id spinner, an
of interfe
:ore. Tim
back to
, Bob Salmons

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes

IMPORTANCE
le° ADVERTISERS ...
Message of

H.B.BAILEY

PLUS THE

SHOPPING

A

a line that proe loose several
and was kickh distance and

nd 16c

ADMISSION-10

Canies your advertising message

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

)st spectacular
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in- awl- around
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-SPRANG CLEANIftd- a
._
Let us-Itetp_linir do

I

GRASS NEED CUTTING? •
Then

G. Heisler, 1 lot on North 5th
Mrs. C. V. Kirkland, 1 lot on West Waist
Harry Patterson 1 lot on East Maple
Robert Washam, 1 lot on North 4th St. _

1.1•••••••••••10.

„
SZAM COVERS
press up your car
for Spring and
Bummer driving
With a set of our
ta ilor made or Universt seat cove*'Prices- from-

-

ASIC•IFOR

DEMOrefiltAXIGHt:

We are eQuippeti- tore - con d itiun your
lawnmower by far;
tory methods.

ORB*

gas

WINS

-

WILLIAMS PAIALTs •

"1 chose the

,••••

SPIRVIVIN

Wit

I

IAMS

S;reht94 elcceelly
he habit Of thrift-once established •
one that will. pay life-time- divie
dends. OPining a Bank of MurJ
sairings account eta:TAB you on the road
-to thrift. -Evvryone--young or
you can save for fu-- should save
security, to get the things you " •
*iiltTtöIstbvktiremeneencE Alias or -19/ other.purpose. Make 1 habit- of
Saving a on \ entiiirstim esei Week.

PAIN T%

'1111111

loveliest essi

1

to decorate-my hunts
4-:

hundreds of
COMPPhotographs!"

from

tge4.
Vi

simply huge

arlibtrA%

,
•

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

hold the; m duo MARVELOUS Sods C.d.
cessesd 107 horn. avid direr MO rooms in I 1"

"Big emnagh to tidorooro of you-spoil
ono!,h• to fie aware of -arols"
_

•
K414
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VOVOINOW1"

WeTime To kTire!
• ...174
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T21 SHERwoy WILLIAMS
tfift:

PAINTS

206

Telephone

East IVrain St.
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11 H.(Rob) LAM
_
Candidate For Calloway County;.‘
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THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

•
v.

1713
5.18
503

7.79
682
2.56

HAZEL DISTRICT
J. Henry Hutchens. 90 acres, by J. W..Slinmons • • „,..._5276
Mrs. Mary Witherspoon, 25 acres by Holland Witherspoon 5629

12.92
9.92

CITY OF ItAZEL
'lot in City oCHas4.1.,........4,„

'

"
'

•••••010....a..

R.H. ROB) LAMB •

1

Forisome time it has been known that I was intending tebo-a-tandidate_ for the Detnoc.ratie nomination for
the office a Jailer of Calloway County. I am taking this
opportunity to formally announce through this paper my,
l'andidacy for this office.
The nomination for this office will be held on sane..
day, August 2, 1941, and I am respectfully soliciting yoeg
;
vote lind inflbence for this office.
Callowarr
of
resident
lifelong
. ram 4g yEars old and a
County. I hake been a citizen and farmer of this county
all my life. I am from a family of ten, of which none of
ptiblie office orCalki--us have ever asked-7'4 or 'bela a --way- County. I mil' _fully acquainted with the duties bf
Jailer and feel fig I am capable-of performing the same.
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F.or the past twel4 years I have met and had business dealtags with, most farmers of Calloway County.
During the -coming campaign I fully intend to meet per.
sonplly every voter of this county, and will sincerely, ask
for his Vote and influence for this office. In return for thin
consideration I will endeavor to give my beak to Derforila-.,
Tfig the.dtities sf this important-office.

•

r•••

•
•

,S.PINOL
an10

1976.

PROMISCUOUS
3.44
Clarence Coles. 10 acre& Wazel Dist.. by A. L. liarrnon .-5647
9.711
L. M. Gray, 3 acres. Concord Dist., by Will Morten ______5;159
6.90
583
R. W. McDaniel. 32'- acres. Liberty District_
5941 .- -17.26
W. H. Finney, 61 acres in Brinkley District
5974
- .07
Jones, I lot ht Pool Town
3.44
5992
A. B. (Buck) Lee, 90 acres in Liberty District
1484
6012
B. W. WeCailln.- I let in City of Murray
258
6684'
.
.!•,.
Dare Bettif Nix, 1 acre, Coldwater
1.23
6031
Palnier ahS Brdwn, t idt In City of altsrier on R. A.
1_2413
Sesitkilth
Wylle.-and

_or Motor Co.

••••

•0:0".

/34

302
5.18
10.34
7.67
328
1207.
3.45
3.38
7.78
9.48

3672
4179
4186

tar -

• .s

GRAHAM & JACKSON

8.12
3.18
6.90
466
8.63
428
5.18
6.10

SWANN

•

-111•••••••4
• V10
.

RTI
gthi•

Seoeseias&shy

OF ii/LICTICR

0. L. Cole, lc.; acres in' !lards Grove
J. N. Shankle, 34 acres by Stanley Dublin
Christopher Shultz, '213•acres

tRADE NOW •\ AVOID WRECKS

Piiont 323

cult

3140
E S. Burnett, 100 acres by Mrs. Edwards
Mrs. Mlle Darnell (Deed), 50 acres by Harry Adams... _3198
3358
• urtis Mohler., 22 acres "by Gertie Bedwell

$1,500.00 TIRE STOCK!

:

•

be

1844

BRINKLEY

M. D

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO.

101 N. 4th

$5.99
$5.99

TRUCK TIRES OF ALL SIZES

LET US SUGGEST A RELIABLE PAINTING CONTRACTOR •

.i>
or

.,

Mrs. B. V. Andrews, I lot In Dexter ._ ,
ass
s.
Muncie Dodd. 1 lot in Dexter
D. H. Donclson (Deed), 26 acres by S. L. Redden_Ilr
Howard Thorn, 1 lot in Dexter

5.50x19
5.25x18
4.75x19
$599
4.50x20
. $5.99
4.50x21
S10.95
•6.00x16 U. S. Royal
6.00x16'Champion ...,.......- 810.95.
$12.95
6.50x16 U. S. Royal,
$12.95
;
.
6.50x16 Champion
86.99
.
.
..
-6.00x16 Convoy ..,......

..• `And I didn't pity a cent for
this wonderful new service!')-Now-In the comfort of year eon home-end at
absolute* no cost or obligetIon-you Can choose
perfect colon for your boos.... its every room ...
from the largest, most beautiful, collection of smart
home color schemes ever published!
moor
Just phone us. Ask us to lend you a
Shemin-Williams Paint and Color Style
Guido-in two volumes. We'll eerily doliver it to your home Free. No obligation!

wcaring,yobill

-

_
/
1466
1412
Earned Jackson. 1 lot State Road _____...;...s.:-..• •
N. W,Xemp, 1. lot Stubblefield Add. ____-...........:-..........1251 2, 30 20
272 95
017
• • '
L. E. Owen
-....1510 _ _,_,.•4-22
•
Noah _grouse 4•ALl.246.1r.res ..............
.
.
6.

.

Vest6141 I BORROWED Ws
Guido front nay SHERWIN.
t WILLIAMS dealer!"

f4t,
r
1w /;:a/.4
14

or

whim/nolo

Bank of Murray
'!"Asonret Ars•••••••• pietwei

12.14
6.19
3.10
1.84
2.48
5.57
3,72
10 92
1442
1834
15 87
12.16
123
567

......„
43113.,
'pin Mule, 20 acres bs4olic Duncan
. 4394
J. A. Butler (Eat.), 25 acr , by Louis Butler
4413
E. B. Clark (Est*, 80 acres' bk.Mrs. T. H. Blalock
4430
Delbert Cope. 18 acres Dexter, b C. W. Lancaster*
4475
Chapman
-Mrs. J. A.'Duncan, 40 acres by A
__......___4585
•ud•
C. H. Jackson idec'd), 35 acresby Ed
.....
....._ :
-.
Chan Sam. Jones, 62 acres
4767,
Sam-Scott, 3 dcres by Caton Chapinen_.-.
4785,
Ophil Staples, 43 acres by W. A. Hrow-_,
"
CMOS.YMIngbabed.-48.4rees by Clyde- It'
_ --TAM

••••.'

DAY

brown, blue green
white suit you

LIBERTY
4.32
/ 2539
-•••••••••4
Charlie Cole, 100 acres by Effie Puckett.
7.6'7
'2559
James 0. Cook> 131 acres by Bud Turner
9.48
2730
Mrs. Martha Hopkins, 147 ilihres•ny er....*.jortst_
3,44,
2764 Euclid Jones, 'O •acrers- .
• 2779
C E. Ligan, 120 rcres by Mrs. Saida Ittlaaell
2200
Mrs. E. L. Mohundro, 10 acres by Move Duncan__
1328
W. W. McDaniel, 17-20-36 acres by L. L. Lee
12.92
2903
Mss. W. W. Pittman, 75 acres by Tony Boggess_
IMMO
LIIIRRTY
3 18
2920
,
Felix P. Roberts. 7 acres by- Ottis Hurt
15.08
2979
•
.„
Maupin
H.
H.
by,
88
acres
Tarry,
Thomas
12.94
3006
Henry_lusper, 90 acres- by E. N. Smith •
812
'3068
J. LriVIIIIams, 15 acres by R. B. Holland

•

r3

-

CONCORD
s 1923
Wesley Cook, 80 acres by 9tis Lovins tarns
11480
'
Mark Elkins,.7 acres
^091
Austin Kimbro, 94 -acres liy Jake lUmbro...
220(.1
H. B. McCuiston, 1 acre by Ike.Wiliarsen
_2170
Moore Heirs. 66 acres by Lee Chadwick
2339
J. H. Sntotherrnan, 45 acres by C. Brandon.
2425
Ray. Wright. 68 acres by S. A. Douglas-. .... ., -,.
.2445
--= ''-'
.1Shirley Jackson (coL), 23 acres

C. T. RUSHING

EAST MAIN

14.04
37.98
30.90
19.58

WEST MX/BRAY

T. 1.. ItubblaBald (ea), Manures

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
SMERWIA

I

-

•
ii

A• -

PM mit

e 106-W

8 • HOLIDATO

••

I think saving is
tke-fust thing
• a young couple
•
should plan to do

-

Columbus Blanton, lot 2nd and Spivs* St. __-----__ 837
859
Ella Dunbar, 1 lot in Pool Town
872
Modena Gammon, 1 lot New Additiem s..
877
Vernon Gilbert 1 lot New Addition
'897
Wayne Hughes:1 lot Spruce 'St.
923
Quitman Marvel, 1 lot New Addition 937
Lizzie McClean, 1 lot New Addition •
5
944
115,
Andrew Patton. 1 lot New Addition
.o
Z. A. Rowlett. 1 lot Spruce St.
960
C. H. Russell. A lot.spaueo M
966
John and James Singleton 1 lot Near Addlthin
971
1:Triah Smith. t lot New Addition
...
J. W. Stubblefield 1 lot New Addition
NO
•
INITy-w11631 I 1RN'ew Addition

._
MURRAY LAUNDRY

a grey,

TAT444

COLORED, CITY OF MURRAY

30 3

Our SILENT YARDMAN LAWNIKOWRO,_
-en GUARANTEED to push and cut are
eyselly.ikairanylRher mower made,
•"""

No.of
Tax Bill
307
400
• 571

▪

•
PHONE

you need a SILENT YARDMAN!'

Whether it's

condpitall
aid economicsi
shod in a pair of owg
new Fortune "tan.
kg_ our many new attti
-.Mks;
.
ts•-aack-white F01111,12e patterns
today -ac only $4.- seas sarks higbetr.

CITY OF MURRAY

'

your .
.SprIelyievsis.,'Send us
• your quilts, blankets, pillows; rugs, feather - beds,
C
and-general laundry
work ...

a

•

I will sell fon delinquent state, county, and school
taxa, the property of- the following named persons
pril 28, 1941, same being Fourth Monday, at the Court
Nouse door, between 'the hours of one and four o'clock
..44:1 pw,party listed-below_is_xlescribed the same as
In the official listing in-the Calloway County's Tent ComStationers books, and a more- complete description of
-land and lots may be found in the office of the County
Court Clerk of Calloway Colinty.
Amounts due for 1940-taxes shown bele* do apt in_
elude penalties,interest, advertising costs,
J. I. FOX, Sheriff Calloway Cgunty.

"THE CLARION CALL THAT
REACHES THEM ALL!"-

amass*bey'HAYES

-

•••

atand for Delinquent State, Coanty, Ida
School Taxes

inTo each and every home in the

As Rey legers'iiviliOnes
Rangers Reds reseed el the
mad to .his sreeteet_dintire

t, Steve Levanibert, two boys
tool by former
Imunds, looked

-

THE JEWELER

SHERIFF'S SALE

urray

To

p

:

West Side Court Square

—

—

3

•

MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS

ON ADIET?
..

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES —

Tx, This H
- -1
A dericienCy 'of Vitamin B COM-,
plex and Iron in your diet can contribute to serious weakening of
your strength. By all means take
Vinol with your diet for its helpful
Vitamin B Complex and iron.
Dale & Stubblefield, Druggists

,

PHONE 55

.

C.

FOR SALE: Good fertilizer at a FOR RENT-Furnished Front BedWill rent to either a
I am now in padRas to make di- good price. See E. E. Smith. Har- room.
aprl8p couple or two ladies. Telephone
rect insurance lehtsa an both dwell- ris. Grove, Ky.
Mrs. Shelby Davis. 7N_W. Main.
ings and busineria properties.
FOR SALE-One sawmIll, amine- at 212.
tic
. _
belts,
used
new
- tor, line-shaft
unfurnished
metal roofing. See J. S. Knight FOR RENT-3-room
Alftp apartment. 207 N. 5th St. Mrs.
or Bank of Murray.
tfc
B. B. Wear.
FOIt SALE-$l0000 "Due Bill- on
on South 15th.
RENT-House
FOR
.new Ford ear at a substan5 tero1137_11114 bath: - Not-water,
tiat discount. Make us an offer!' large garden; new mint, well fixQuick
1110‘*at Tape
It is amazingly different ... the
Ledger & Times office. Murray,
ed. Wired for electric stove. One
eager, effortless surge of SKY
Ky.
block from college. See Gregg
Ckilittkeheet acceleration ...
lc
Malec. Murray, KYCorn.
Seed
SALE-Hybrld
YOB
Bldg.
Murray
Pbeei
tuns
the
on
soid.
is swift. sure
_
Hybrid seed
Yellow
13
S.
U.
For
...laiihttlyitrtllientrericinnanC•
corn, contact County Agent. Will- FREE MOVIES: Mrs. Leland Owen.
in every traffic siiiiation. No
iams Feed Store. Murray. op see of 105 North 12th St., and a fr.
5KYCHIEF isfust choiceSherwood Potts, Kirksey,Ky. A24p .are invited tn,be the guests of the
_ .mind*
-Ledger & Times at the Varsity
wilt mot
HELM HAS CHAMPION ItEN Theatre. Friday night. April 18,
_ Want the best. Drive in f01`3111T—
ILLINOIS' CONTEST. Laid 146 to see "Tobacco' Road" with an
CH'EF today
--points 151 days. Winner both Na- all-star cast. This must be preDon't let impatience lead you into tional Chick Ransom Contests. Of- sented at the box-office.
harsh measures for the relief of ficially
Assorted
bloodtested.
constipation!
males 9210 Postpaid. Free Help- FOR SALE or RENT-5-room
house on Hazel Highway, South
Phone 21
206 East Main
There's no use, for a little spicy, ful Bulletin. HEM'S HATCH- of town. Also 2-room house off
ail-vegetable BLACK - DRAUGHT, FRY. Paducah, Kentucky.
highway. R.' •A. Starks, Rural
taken by simple directions, will
1p
Carrier, Murray.
true
plants
SALE-Tomatoe
FOR
gently persuade your bowels.
to name. Grown out in the open.
Taken at bedtime, it generally
Now ready for setting. Price 50c
allows time for a good night's rest. per hundred.,-- ts-A-L. Beale, 406
Morning usually brings punctual, No. 701. St., Murray. - .
.tc
satisfying relief from constipation
FOR SALE-One wood range, good
Poplar cooker. Prima cheap to sell, call
and its symptoms such as head- HOME FOR- SALE-An
aches, biliousness, sour stomach, no near school. Six rooms and bath, at 410 N. 4th St., or see J. Wilson
furnece..-hoat, .hardweed.-A700ra., Smith-at Bernnt Barbershern-I.
,
appetite or energy.
'FHA financed. payzneTitS cheaper
•
BLACK -DRAUGHTS main inthan rent Built for a- home,
E. Refrigerator,
gredient is an "intestinal tonic-laxpriced to sell 'quick, lea- Mor- FOR SALE-G.
ative" which helps tone intestinal gan, Agent, 410 North Seventh Electric Radio. In good condition.
Murray Route
Barton,
.6.,
C.
See'
muscles. 25 to 40 doses, only 25c. Street.
A24p
- 1p
1.
-

•••ik
,

From - $2,000 to $100,000
with those who
-Low Interest
-. want the 'best,---

P.B. CHOI-SON

Melts hates Met separahr late shces ter easy 0,1006
feess,he Measures bales end ms.erts at4use,
roll. borkis bolos all same &Isis No hied" to handle.
Vil•.g4s no more than ovis.oge out* 4oils on robber pAulk
• h ssa1t tracts,. See this now Case me<hiw• nom

-

d Laxative? Islce_
.All-Vegetable Om-

el Farm
PR Y0R•COMPANY
nt Co. '

C

1

For Sale

.r

Joe Underwood
I u 1 t It,,t1 1)r/1.'1-u-flint

Emanuel Rowlett
(at Washer

Expert Wash and Grease Job--

Both for $1.00
PRYOR MOTOR CO.
206 EAST MAIN,

-PHONE 21

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

FOR

THOTOPICTIC

Confidence ..

BALE: Home grown tylnid
seed rorn. white and yellow. Armour's Big Crop and Hutson's
fertilizers. Two used No. 60 "All
Crop" Harvesters, in good shape..
Used disc harrows and cultivators,an-iced to sell Taylor Seed and Implement Co., Murray, Phone 289-.1,

•

A funeral director renders a most intimate and
personal se.rvlee.
it is extremely teallee•
•
tent that yes choose a
man in whom you ran
have implicit conAdeoce. •
«Tars,"
When death
stress of emotion often
makes clear thinking
impossible and then
there is no tame for
invaattgalialb:-.er cam.
swiss. ilmielere drelØi
dRUIIRrarlIOL—

FOR SALE-Good used 2-row corn
drill with fertilizer attachment,
Also new 1-row and 2-row corn
drills with fertiliser attachments..
Sexton-Douglass Hardware Comlc
pany.

row

SALE-1937 Pootias Coupe.
(no
runs goo good tires,
:tredsg),;,: • r I(
ogke.

•

•
Modern science describes Miss
Pauline Hadden of Los Angeles as
"photopictic" fel' having the most
perfect eyes based on the way they
balance with her facial contour. She
b shown having her eyes examined
with the bio-micrescope.

cflI
' J. H.
Pummel Home
Tamotsu,7
MEM% /CF.

Services Wanted

Lost and Found

WANTED-An ambitIOns, wideawake man or woman to look
after renewals and new subscriptions ofr the popular, fast-selling
magazine The AMERICAN HOME.
It's easy, pleasant work, and Itpays big commissions. Spare time
only required. Write today to
Director. Sales Division, THE
AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE
CORPORATION, 251 Fourth- Avenue, New York, New York. lc

FOUND-To' keys at Sixth and
Poplar St. Owner may have by
calling at }Ledger & Times office
It
and Identifying.

For Rent

For Sale

LOAM

55

lc PER WORD. Terms, emit In advance far each insertion. Minimum charge. 25c. An additional acbe made on all classified ads not paid for before 10 a. m. of day of issue
counting charge of 10c

427
FREE'MOVIES: Rex Tabors,
South Eighth Street, and a riend
are=to be the guests of-.
& Times, at the Varsthe
ity Theatre. Saturday, April 19,
.to asa _Lloyd Piplaivei "ficalyna--Ttsts:ocraporr mnii- be prenittv".:
sented at the box-oglee.
years
WANTED-Woman, 25-35
demonstrator.
old, experienced
Must give references and have
Car, $25-45 weekly profits. Write
Al7c
Box 191, Murray.
The Ledger & Times Is author.
AT ONCE-SALES REPRESETA- ized to announce the 'following ,
-TM Who.-Understands People- candidates, subject- to
If .you. desire a permanent con- of the -Democratic primary, Saturnection whore your experience, dey. August 2, .1981: •
• .•
iiidlinirs15riglitY.
sound Judgmegt
FOR"ClIT•JIIDOR
can be .put to use: where your
IRVAN
IFTRAN
effort and abihty will be appreciated and provide you and your
FOR SHERIFF
air return. I want
family With ati
L. ROBERTSON
k with you. Exto meet, and
CHARLIE ADAMS
material
perience in , uilding
You will
lines not essential.
FOR JAIL=
need your car. In fairness to all
PRENTIS W. HART
please 'reply by letter at your
NOBY T. WEST
earliest convenience giving your
,11-11. (ROB) I.AMB
preference as to time tor inter•
view. You will help me
byistating your previous business
Concord District
experience and yours reasost-fer
.
aUEIBLEFIELD.
'
Z
J.4
being interesting' in selling . and
y 1161/1Nvorfitg me with recent p
W. H. BROACH
Ralph
Address
of
yourself.
Hitchcock. Johns-Manville Spec.
(a/ 'Representative. Hotel Irvin
Cobb, Paducah, Kentucky.
lc

Annotincement

--

I-

FOR#44AGISTRATE

Services..Offered I

II

Notices

PIANO Tiintha---Mid
Leave orSers at National 'Rote
D Eastham.-NOTICE-Bids for up keep of
Sinking Spring Cemetery' to be
let Monday, April 21, at 100 p. JEAN WEEKS will give your new
M. Any one interested be present spring permanent wave with hair
set in the latest
lp shaping and
_at_church grounds.
1
• style, if you will phone -19 for
-Raymond's
At
FREE stervIts: G:Tw. Moore. of appointment.
Hazel Route 3. is invited Ao bring. Beauty Shop, North 5th Se.
a friend and -be the guests V'the
Ledger -& Times at the Capitol''STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
Theatre. Sunday. April 20. to see SERVICE. New equipment. 24Roy- Rogs in -The Ranger and
hour, fast., 'dependable Wrecker
the Lady". This must be present- Service.' Chirges reasonable. Day
.
ed at the box-office.
phone.. 97; Night phone 543-W.
Porter Motor Co. Chevrolet Sales
tf
:find &write.

4.

'S

Situations Wasted
-

A LUM1s.Is.r'us mid-dle- Aged lati"' AVAILABLE NOW-my registered
desires housework, practical nurs- Duroc Jersey boar. and Star butt
FOR 711AL1-Used Electric --rit- ing, companion to old people or for -Service' Charge $1. ExtraSatiataosiola 4obazawskad(r-IL-yoit-utsuit_
trtganoter-hmrrty,size ste-emilt.
7
"
.
S. Norris, H. R. McElroy guaranteed Will gcost any time.- Abso Black Locus. posts.3
lp Write or call for Mrs. sq. Daley, cents each. • Get in touch
Buchanan, TOnn.
ic Otis Eldriclar. near Cherry-.
1110

41.3

—a-

$2,700,000

ANNUAL

for Telephone

1V5 TIME FOR ...

lean-

EAPOS104
'

- e .e•
.
a

Nearly V.,700,000
Uetthjs,.,iIine
Belrfor

constructing, reconstructing
"and adapting telephone (a-citifies to meet governmental
and oilier telephone nteds of

the state.
More than 600,000 men in
the nation's armed forces will
be trained in the South. Of

• WEDNESDAY
• FRIDAY
"

these more than 38,000 will
be Teemed in kentucky.

Tocarefor these men there
willbe.71 military camps and

APRIL

establishments in the South.
Diriteliaary switchboards,

and W
Storage,-Toot.--

• • •

numerous other equipmentc
and many miles of telephone
wire have already been in-

• •

.

•

.,

e-n the
Length

life

by proper care. Heat

harms them. Protect
.
44._

'

•

your heavy drapPres,
your ruge — in fact, call, Us for anything that can be dry cleaned. Save
us to clean

• this paper at a later date.

. NOT LATER THAN
•
,
APRIL
2?
TUESDAY.E.Y.E1J1N6

•

Trucks Will Be Around Once Only—
: .Have Your Trash Ready!

and dependability..

•

upenor

'tAUNDRYAND
DRY CLEANERS

41.

14.

.'

high stantillitrOf eirleieneY
at 44.
•

-

rie7iityi will furnish trucks to take iaa trash
r4_all kinds,Proemegreirr• ter- in u,
_„
•
at edge of curb--

dent of their ability to maintain the service-at its present

yourisslf time and harsr-smix,k. Call us

•

are urged to_gefia
rubbish,'
and thellIce.;_dit thitro

Bible to.workers.

Telephone men'ind -wornen are now better equipped
and trained-than ever before
to do the big job ahead, of
them.They go forward confi-

-Let Us Help You!

The Ledger & Times has been reliably informed by vpry_tlose friends of Carl B. Kingins
that-he will definitely make the race for sheriff
and that his-normal announcement will appear

Residents

cans, ashes

the maximum needs of goy- ernment and industry for
both local and long distance
telephone service.

DOING ,YOUR gP41NG :CLEAN1NC4

CARL R. KINGINS

•

fense proosand teleplrone
forces have been engaged for,
intinths. in 'planning and installing the service to meet

-OR -Clean'yours by storing them at SUMI
ers. Reasonable rates. Phone

23- 24- 25- 26

stalled. Additional equipment 1,s being provided as
required.,• An adequate communication service is vital to the de-

of your furs and woolens

•THURSDAY
•$AiURDAY

SOUTHERn BELL TELEPHORE
n o TELEGRAPH COMPARY

BURMAN PARKER
..CHIEF OF POLICE

Order of City Council.
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